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Korkma, sönmez bu şafaklarda yüzen al sancak;
Sönmeden yurdumun üstünde tüten en son ocak.
O benim milletimin yıldızıdır, parlayacak;
O benimdir, o benim milletimindir ancak.

Çatma, kurban olayım, çehreni ey nazlı hilâl!
Kahraman ırkıma bir gül! Ne bu şiddet, bu celâl?
Sana olmaz dökülen kanlarımız sonra helâl...
Hakkıdır, Hakk'a tapan, milletimin istiklâl!

Ben ezelden beridir hür yaşadım, hür yaşarım.
Hangi çılgın bana zincir vuracakmış? Şaşarım!
Kükremiş sel gibiyim, bendimi çiğner, aşarım.
Yırtarım dağları, enginlere sığmam, taşarım.

Garbın âfâkını sarmışsa çelik zırhlı duvar,
Benim iman dolu göğsüm gibi serhaddim var.
Ulusun, korkma! Nasıl böyle bir îmânı boğar,
"Medeniyet!" dediğin tek dişi kalmış canavar?

Arkadaş! Yurduma alçakları uğratma, sakın.
Siper et gövdeni, dursun bu hayâsızca akın.
Doğacaktır sana va'dettiği günler Hakk'ın...
Kim bilir, belki yarın, belki yarından da yakın.

Bastığın yerleri "toprak!" diyerek geçme, tanı:
Düşün altındaki binlerce kefensiz yatanı.
Sen şehid oğlusun, incitme, yazıktır, atanı:
Verme, dünyaları alsan da, bu cennet vatanı.

Kim bu cennet vatanın uğruna olmaz ki fedâ?
Şühedâ fışkıracak toprağı sıksan, şühedâ!
Cânı, cânânı, bütün varımı alsın da Huda,
Etmesin tek vatanımdan beni dünyada cüdâ.

Ruhumun senden, İlâhi, şudur ancak emeli:
Değmesin mabedimin göğsüne nâ-mahrem eli.
Bu ezanlar -ki şehadetleri dînin temeli-
Ebedî yurdumun üstünde benim inlemeli.

O zaman vecd ile bin secde eder -varsa- taşım,
Her cerîhamdan, İlâhi, boşanıp kanlı yaşım,
Fışkırır ruh-ı mücerred gibi yerden na'şım;
O zaman yükselerek arşa değer belki başım.

Dalgalan sen de şafaklar gibi ey şanlı hilâl!
Olsun artık dökülen kanlarımın hepsi helâl.
Ebediyen sana yok, ırkıma yok izmihlâl:
Hakkıdır, hür yaşamış, bayrağımın hürriyet;
Hakkıdır, Hakk'a tapan, milletimin istiklâl!

İSTİKLÂL MARŞI

 

Mehmet Âkif ERSOY
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT

57th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6

1  He is ....................... (good) at English than his friends.

2  Candy thinks she is .................................. (beautiful) than her sister.

3  Dolphins are ........................................... (intelligent) than many animals.

4  Today, the weather is ........................... (cold) than two days ago. 

5  My dad is .............................. (generous) than my granddad.

6  Ankara is ...........................(close) to İstanbul than Sivas.

7  I have ............................. (much) money than you.

8  I am 32 and you are 35, so I am .............................. (young).

9  Bikes are ............................. (cheap) than motorbikes.

10  Turkish cuisine is .................................. (delicious) than Indian cuisine.

  1st TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 1

A) Put the adjectives into the correct column. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

• short    • curly   • generous  • outgoing

• overweight  • punctual  • medium height  

• easygoing  • well-built  • clumsy

B) Complete the sentences by using comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.
 (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

PERSONALITY

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

more delicious

better

more beautiful

more intelligent

more generous

colder

closer

more

younger

cheaper

generous

outgoing

punctual

clumsy

easygoing

curly

short

medium height

well-built

overweight
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1st Term 1st Exam (1)

1  Where was Cindy yesterday?

 ...............................................................................................................................................

2  Why didn't Cindy attend the party?

 ...............................................................................................................................................

3  Where did Cindy's mother go?

 ...............................................................................................................................................

4  Was the babysitter busy?

 ...............................................................................................................................................

5  When did her mum come home?

 ...............................................................................................................................................

1  
old ...............

   3  
handsome ...............

2  
slim ...............

   4  
crowded ...............

  5  
tall ...............

To: Jason

Subject: I didn't attend your fancy dress party because ...

Hi Jason,

I couldn't come to your party because I had to stay at home and look after my little 

sister. My mum had a meeting and she went to her office. The babysitter was busy and 

she couldn't look after her. I was at home all day and I looked after her. It was nearly 

midnight when my mum came back home, so I couldn't attend your party.

I am sorry for your party.

Kisses 

Cindy

C) Read the e-mail and answer the questions. (5 x 3 =15 pts)

D) Write the opposites of the adjectives. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

She was at home.

She went to her office.

Yes, she was.

It was nearly midnight when she came home.

Because she looked after her sister.

young ugly

fat empty

short



77th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

1st Term 1st Exam (1)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A: I think Tracy is really .................. .

 B: I agree. She doesn't like being late.

A) trustworthy

B) punctual

C) a leader

D) well-built

2  My elder sister has got long ..................... 

hair with ...................... eyes.

A) red / straight

B) straight / blonde

C) fair / hazel

D)  blonde / curly

3  Jack: ..................................................... ?

 Mary: I arrived home at 5 p.m. yesterday.

A) Do you arrive home at 5 p.m.

B) How did you go home

C) Where were you last night

D) What time did you arrive home 
yesterday

4  Alexander Graham Bell is an ................... 

because  he .................... the telephone.

A) inventor / invented

B)  inventor / invent

C) discoverer / discovered

D)  invention / discover

5  A: I love Lisa too much.

 B: Really? What is she like?

 A: ........................................................... .

A) She is very friendly and we get on well

B) She isn't clever or generous

C) She isn't an honest girl

D) She always tells a lie

6  I ................. for English 
exam, so I had the best 
mark in the class, but I 
didn't study for Science 
exam, so I ................. 

the exam.

A) studied / passed

B) studied / failed

C) didn't study / didn't pass

D)  didn't study /passed

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT
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1st Term 1st Exam (1)

7  
Last Wednesday, my 

mother ................. my 
brother and me to a circus. 

We ................ there.

A) take / enjoyed

B) took / enjoy

C)  took / enjoyed

D)  takes / enjoy

8  

 Skiing is .................... than parachuting.

A) the most dangerous

B) more dangerous

C) dangerous

D) most dangerous

9  

 

 George is a ....................... student. He 

has a lot of friends.

A) tall   B) late

C) sociable  D) shy

10  

 

My  mother is very 
............................., she 

always thinks every 
detail and she likes 

organizing parties for us.

A) stingy  B) thoughtful

C) boring  D) selfish



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT

97th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6

Hair length Hair style Hair color Eye color

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

  1st TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 2

A) Put the words into the correct column. (15 x 2 = 30 pts)

• blonde • grey • straight • curly

• hazel • long • fair • long

• wavy • dark • red • medium height

• ginger • green • blue

1  May the thirteenth, nineteen eighty-three

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  The fifth of June, two thousand seven

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  The first of August, nineteen seventy-five

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  28th April, 2011

 .................................................................................................................................................

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  10th November, 1938

 .................................................................................................................................................

 .................................................................................................................................................

B) Write the dates. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

long

short

medium height

wavy

curly

straight

blonde

grey

dark

red

ginger

fair

green

blue

hazel

The tenth of November, nineteen thirty-eight. (November the tenth, nineteen thirty-eight.)

The twenty-eighth of April, two thousand eleven. (April the twenty-eighth, two thousand 

eleven.) 

1st August, 1975

5th June, 2007

13th May, 1983
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1st Term 1st Exam (2)

1  What is his mother like?

 ................................................................................................................................................

2  How many siblings has he got?

 ................................................................................................................................................

3  What does his dad look like?

  ................................................................................................................................................

4  Is Taha a high school student?

 ................................................................................................................................................

5  Is Şevval good at volleyball?

 ................................................................................................................................................

Dear Frank,

Hello, my name is Taha. I am twenty-one years old. I am a student at university. I study at 

Physical Education Department at İstanbul University. I will be a trainer. I've got short fair hair. 

I have got brown eyes. I am well-built and tall. I am a cheerful and friendly boy. I have two 

siblings. Their names are Şevval and Halil İbrahim.

My father is 41 years old. He has got short fair hair. He has got hazel eyes. He is tall and 

medium weight. He is an accountant. He is an honest and thoughtful person.

My mother is 38 years old. Her name is Bahar. She is medium height. She has got long wavy 

dark brown hair. She is a housewife. She is a bit fat. She is usually calm, but she is stubborn.

My sister is 16 years old. She is really clumsy. She plays volleyball very well. She has got short 

curly blonde hair. She is tall and medium weight.

My brother is 8 years old. He is a student and he is good at Maths. He is energetic.  

Please write about you and your family.

Best wishes

Taha

C) Read the letter and answer the questions. (5 x 5 = 25 pts)

She is usually calm and stubborn.

He has got two siblings.

He has got short fair hair and hazel eyes. He is tall and medium weight.

No, he isn't. He is a student at university.

Yes, she is good at volleyball.



117th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

1st Term 1st Exam (2)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  Esra: What does your best friend look 

like?

 James: ................................................... .

A) He is honest

B) He helps me when I need

C) He is a handsome boy

D) He doesn't tell lies

2  

 David ................. play basketball well 

because he is ................. than me.

A) can / taller B) can / shorter

C) can't / tall D) can't / short

3  

 

 Lisa: ............................................ ?

 Ezgi: He was born in Thessaloniki.

A) When was Atatürk born

B) Was Atatürk a great commander

C) Who was the first president of the 
Republic of Turkey

D) Where was Atatürk born

4  

 Will and Anna .................... last Sunday.

A) grew up 

B) got married

C) raised children 

D) won an award

5  

 My uncle has curly ............... hair and 

................... .

A) black / a beard

B) brown / a moustache

C) black / glasses

D) brown / a beard

D) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT
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1st Term 1st Exam (2)

6  

 My brother ........................ from the 

university two years ago.

A) moved

B) get engaged

C) invented

D) graduated

7  Jack: ................................................. ?

 Berke: She is tall with blonde hair.

A) What does your sister look like

B) What is your best friend like

C) Who has blonde hair

D) Is Tina short

8  Carl: Arda is an honest boy.

 Mark: What do you mean?

 Carl: ....................................... .

A) He loves helping people

B) He only thinks about himself

C) He always tells the truth

D) He studies hard

9  

 Eric: Was Leonardo da Vinci a / an 

........................ ?

 Emmy: Yes, he was. He painted "Mona 

Lisa."

A) inventor

B) discoverer

C) artist

D) scientist

10  
Oktay Sinanoğlu was a great 

scientist. He .................... the 

youngest professor at the age of 

28. He ...................... Physical 

Chemistry, Molecular Biophysics 

and Biochemistry in all his life.

A) won / graduated

B) became /studied

C) get / moved

D) become / study



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT

137th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6

  1st TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Match the adjectives with the meanings. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

 

a  They like playing soccer at break time. 

b   She is really generous and thoughtful.

c  I am really tall and I have curly blonde hair.

d  He is well-built and he is a bit fat.

e  Because I help them whenever they need help.

1  What is your mum like?

2  What do you look like?

3  What does your brother look like?

4  What do students like doing?

5  Why do your friends like you?

...........................................................

...........................................................

...........................................................

...........................................................

...........................................................

B) Read the questions and match them with the answers. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

 Honest

 Punctual

 Overweight

 Easygoing

 Mean

 Well-built

 Forgetful

 Stubborn

 Selfish

 Outgoing

a  self-centred, concerned only with himself / herself

b  relaxed, loves comfort and doesn't get upset easily

c  doesn't like sharing his / her possessions and stingy

d  has quite a big body and quite large muscles

e  doesn't accept to change his / her mind

f   never late or always comes on time

g  enjoys being with friends or new people

h  unable to remember things well

i  always tells the truth or never tells a lie

j  very fat, has lots of weight

b

c

d

a

e

i

f

j

b 

c 

d 

h

e

a

g
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1st Term 1st Exam (3)

C) Write the time according to the clocks.  (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Write questions according to the underlined words or phrases. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1   ................................................................................................................................................

 I visited my relatives last year. 

2   ................................................................................................................................................

 She finished the chores at half past two. 

3   ................................................................................................................................................

 My friends and I had a terrible accident yesterday.

4   ................................................................................................................................................

 I didn't go to school because I felt ill.

5   ................................................................................................................................................

 My grandfather gave me some money yesterday.

..................................................................................

......................................... .........................................

............................................

1)

4) 5)

2) 3)

What time did she finish the chores?

When did you have a terrible accident?

Why didn't you go to school? 

Who gave you money yesterday?

What did you do last year?

It is half past one.It is twenty-five to four.

It is five past five. It is (a) quarter to four.

It is (a) quarter past eleven.



157th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

1st Term 1st Exam (3)

1  Physical 
Appearance

Personality

Short Trustworthy

Easygoing Well-built

Medium height Shy

Slim Outgoing

 Yukarıdaki tabloda hangi sıfatlar yer 

değiştirirse yanlışlık giderilmiş olur?

A) Slim / Outgoing 

B) Short / Shy

C) Easygoing / Well-built

D) Slim / Trustworthy

 2 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2  My grandma is very .............................. , 

she doesn't remember what she does.

A) forgetful  B)  clumsy

C) outgoing D) young

3  A: I couldn't come to your birthday 

party because ....................................... .

 B: Oh my God! Is everything OK about 

him?

A) I forgot it 

B) I was shocked

C) I feel tired

D) my father had an accident

4  A: ...........................................................?

 B: She was at the library.

A) What did she do

B) Where was she

C) Was she at the library

D) Where were you

5  I injured my knee when I fell down. I 

need a / an ..................... .

A) sculptor  B) towel

C) artist  D) plaster

6    I live in a big city, but I want to 

live in a small village in the 

future because life in a village 

is ................. than life in a city.

 

A) more difficult

B) more nutritious

C) quieter

D) worse

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30  pts)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:
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1st Term 1st Exam (3)

7  Mary doesn’t feel comfortable 
when she is in a crowded 

place. She doesn’t like talking 
to people. She is ................ .

A) outgoing 

B) sociable

C)  optimistic 

D)  shy

8   
............ you on a 
tour of ancient 

places last week?

Yes, I ......... . I had 
a chance to see 
different places.

A) Was / was 

B) Were / weren't

C) Were / was 

D) Was / were

9   A sensitive person is someone who is 

.............................................. .

A) easily affected by feelings

B) behaving badly

C) making people laugh

D) behaving kindly

10  
1- Atatürk

a) was the first 
man on the moon.

2- Piri Reis
b) discovered the 
penicillin.

3- Neil Armstrong
c) was a well - 
known Turkish 
sailor.

4- Alexander    

    Fleming

d) was the first 
president of the 
Turkish Republic.

 Choose the correct matching.

A) 1d / 2c / 3a / 4b

B) 1b / 2c / 3a / 4d

C) 1c / 2d / 3b / 4a

D) 1a / 2c / 3d / 4b



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES1 - 2UNIT

177th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6

  1st TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 4

A) Write two sentences for each person. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)

1  (Physical Appearance) ...........................................................

2  (Personality) ...........................................................................

1  (Physical Appearance) ...........................................................

2  (Personality) ...........................................................................

1  (Physical Appearance) ...........................................................

2  (Personality) ...........................................................................

1  (Physical Appearance) ...........................................................

2  (Personality) ...........................................................................

1  (Physical Appearance) ...........................................................

2  (Personality) ...........................................................................

(Answers may vary.)
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1st Term 1st Exam (4)

B) Match the adjectives with their opposites. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

C) Look at the picture and complete the text with the given words. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

Look at my family photo. There are only five people in our family. My dad, mum, sisters and me. 

My father is 1) ......................... with brown hair and he has a 2) ................................... . He is a kind 

and generous man. He is an engineer. My mother is a web designer. She is very beautiful with 
3) ......................... 4) ......................... black hair. She is 5) ......................... than my dad. My sister is 

a primary school student. She is 6) .................................. than me. She has got 7) ..........................

 8)  ....................... hair and blue 9) ................... like mine. And me, I am 10 years old. I am hardworking 

and my classes are OK. I am 2 years 10) ..................... than my sister. Jane is a baby now and she 

is also my sister. We are a great family.

 slim

 beautiful

 short

 lazy

 old

 funny

 rude

 outgoing

 clever

 weak

a  new / young

b  tall

c  kind

d  strong

e  fat

f   hardworking

g  ugly

h  boring

i  shy

j  stupid

• eyes • blonde • older • moustache • shorter

• tall • younger • wavy • short • long

e

g

b

f

a

h

c

i

j

d

tall moustache

long wavy  shorter 

short younger

older

blonde eyes 
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1st Term 1st Exam (4)

1  
Dear Susan,

I don't have any friends on these days 

because I always damage something. I 

mean I always break something. I do a 

lot of things accidentally, so none of my 

friends keep close to me.

Jane

 

 What is Jane like?

A) jealous  B) forgetful

C) clumsy  D) modest

2  I. old X young

 II. strong X weak

 III. handsome X beautiful

 IV. expensive X cheap

 Choose the wrong matching.

A) I  B) II  C) III D) IV

 3 - 6. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

3  Children ................................. pictures 

in kindergarten yesterday. 

A) paint  B) painted

C) paints  D) is painting

4  A: ............................................... William 

Shakespeare an artist?

 B: No, he ........................... .

A) Were / wasn't

B) Did / wasn't

C) Was / wasn't

D) Were / weren't

5    
The Wright Brothers 

were ......................... of 
the airplane.

A) climbers  B)  explorers

C) discoverers D) inventors

6  A: Camels are mammals.

 B: ..........................................................?

 A: They live in deserts in Africa.

A) Do they live in deserts

B) Where do you live 

C) What is their habitat

D) What kind of animals are they

D) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1st Term 1st Exam (4)

7  
1- My brother is a) doing puzzles.

2- My cousin likes
b) very beautiful 

with green eyes.

3- My sister has got
c) very handsome 

with curly hair.

4- My mother is
d) long, curly, red 

hair.

 

 Choose the correct matching.

A) 1d / 2b / 3a / 4c

B) 1c / 2d / 3b / 4a

C) 1c / 2a / 3d / 4b

D) 1a / 2b / 3d / 4c

8  the 
bin

I rubbish into always put

1 2 3 4 5 6

 Make a correct sentence.

A) 2, 6, 5, 3, 4, 1

B) 2, 5, 6, 3, 4, 1

C) 1, 3, 4, 6, 5, 2

D) 6, 4, 3, 1, 2, 5

9  What does "Don't hunt animals." mean?

A) We should hunt animals.

B) We should protect animals. 

C) We should plant a tree.

D) We should buy pets.

10  
1- far a) rude

2- kind b) funny

3- stingy c) near

4- boring d) generous

 Match the adjectives with their 

opposites.

A) 1c / 2a / 3d / 4b

B) 1d / 2b / 3a / 4c

C) 1a / 2d / 3b / 4c

D) 1b / 2d / 3a / 4c
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6

  1st TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) Tick True or False according to the picture. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  Nancy has long wavy brown hair.  

2  Stacy is overweight, but Mary is fatter than her.   

3  Stacy is thinner than Mary.  

4  Sheila is tall with long wavy blonde hair.   

5  Nancy is shorter than Mary.   

Nancy Mary Stacy Sheila

B) Match the words with their meanings. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)
a  discover

b  attend

c  retire

d  invent

e  graduate

 to get an academic degree

 to stop active service

 to be present

 to explore something

 to find a new thing

C) Circle the correct one. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  I listened / didn't listen to music all night because I couldn't sleep.

2  Mary studied / didn't study for English exam, so she got the best mark in the class. 

3  My mum prepared / had dinner and called us to eat together.

4  Salvador drew / began drawing and painting when he were / was very young.

TRUE FALSE

e

b

c

a

d

4

4

4

4

4
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1st Term 1st Exam (5)

D) Fill in the blanks according to the given information. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Occupation: Director of thrillers  

Born: 13th August, 1899 - London

Parent: Maria Hitchcock

Marriages: Alma Reville (1926 - 1980)

Died: 29th April, 1980

1  Alfred Hitchcock was a ............................................................................................................

2  He was born in .........................................................................................................................

3  Her mother's name was ...........................................................................................................

4  Alma Reville was his ...............................................................................................................

5  When he died, he was .............................................................................................................

E) Fill in the blanks with the comparative form of the given adjectives. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  I think Turkish is  ..................................................................................... (difficult) English.

2  An ocean is  ............................................................................................(large) a sea.

3  The traffic in Ankara is ..................................................................... (bad) the traffic in Konya.

4  Dophins are ............................................................................................ (intelligent) dogs.

5  İstanbul is  ......................................................... (crowded) than the other cities in Turkey.

director.

London.

Maria.

wife.

eighty-one.

more difficult than

larger than

worse than

more intelligent than

more crowded
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1st Term 1st Exam (5)

 1 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  

 Thomas Edison ...................... the light 

bulb. 

A) invented B)  discovered

C) explored D) found

2  I moved to Malatya ............................ . 

A) tomorrow B)  once a week

C) six years ago D) at the moment

3  

 

Mount Everest is .......................... than 

Mount Kilimanjaro. 

A) taller

B) longer

C) higher

D) smaller

4  

 We ............................... Lucy's birthday 

yesterday. 

A) played 

B) visited

C) studied 

D) celebrated

5  Phillip: ..................... did you attend 

Harvard University?

 James: In 2010.

A) When

B) How

C) Where

D) What time

F) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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6  

What is your
cousin like?

She is a / an  
.............. person. 
She always tells 

the truth and keeps 
all my secrets.

A) selfish  B) reliable

C) stubborn D) outgoing

7  Belinda: Where .......... your sister born? 

 Terry: She .......... born in England. 

A) was / were

B) were / were

C) was / was

D) were / was

8  
Alfred .................. at 

home at eleven o'clock 
yesterday evening and 

his father got angry.

A) tidied  B) stayed

C) arrived  D) organized 

9  

 

Choose the correct one.

A) A village is more expensive than a city.

B) A city is cheaper than a village.

C) A city is colder than a village.

D) A village is quieter than a city.

10  
my mum 

1

three times a week
2

visit
3

and my dad
4

their parents
5

 Make a correct sentence.

A) 4 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 2 

B) 1 - 4 - 3 - 5 - 2

C) 5 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 4 

D) 1 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 5

1st Term 1st Exam (5)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES / SPORTS / WILD ANIMALS
1 - 2
3 - 4

UNIT
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Functions : 1-2-4-5-7-8-9-10

1  overweight  -  stubborn  -  short - plump

2  slim  -  ugly  -  nervous - attractive

3  hazel  -  wavy  -  straight - blonde

4  modest  -  thoughtful  -  well-built - kind

5  dark  -  curly  -  fair - black

1  She always .......................... (have) breakfast in the morning, but she ................................................. 

(not / have) time to  have breakfast this morning.

2  I ............................. (read) adventure books every day.

3  Students ................................................. (study) for the Science exam yesterday, so many of them  

........................................ (be) successful.

4  My dad .......................................... (take) a shower three times a week.

5  I usually .......................... (make) a phone call to communicate with my mum, but I ..............................

(use) text messages to get in touch with other people.

6  My mum ........................................ (cook) a delicious meal for the guests yesterday.

7  The workers ............................. (leave) the office to go home at ten p.m. yesterday because 

there were a lot of things to do.

  1st TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 1

A) Fill in the blanks with past or present form of the given verbs. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

B) Circle the different one. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

has

read

make

cooked

use

left

didn't have

studied

takes

were
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1st Term 2nd Exam (1)

1  Penguins are birds.  

2  All of the penguins lay one egg.  

3  The habitat of all penguins is cold.  

4  There are 17 kinds of penguins.  

5  They like fish and squid.  

C) Write the sports under the pictures. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

....................................... ....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

D) Read the text and tick True or False. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Penguins are birds. They do not fly. They swim. Their wings are flippers. Penguins live 

near the sea. They find food in the sea. They eat fish and squid.

Penguins spend most of their time in the water, but they come onto the land to sleep. 

They build nests on the ground.

Female penguins lay eggs in a nest. When the eggs hatch, both the mother and the 

father find food for the chicks. Most penguins lay two eggs. Emperor ones lay only one 

egg.

There are seventeen kinds of penguins. Many kinds of them live on ice and snow. Millions 

of penguins live in the cold Antarctic. Some species also live where the water is warmer.

TRUE FALSE

rollerblading

climbing tennis

cycling scuba diving

4

4

4

4

4
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1st Term 2nd Exam (1)

1  Choose the incorrect one.

A) B)

C) D)

Cycling Climbing

Scuba diving Parasailing

 

2  

2. Habitat
b. keep safe from 

danger or harm 

1. Protect a. chase and kill animals

3. Hunt
c. natural environment of 

animals or plants

 Choose the correct matching.

A) 1b / 2c / 3a B)  1a / 2b / 3c

C) 1c / 2a / 3b D) 1b / 2a / 3c

 3 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

3  ..................... lay eggs to 
have babies. They can 

change their body 
temperature according to 

the environment that 
they are in.

A) Mammals B) Wild animals

C) Herbivores D) Reptiles

4  Jessica and Nancy 
.................. at the 
moment. They are 

in London now.

A) travels 

B) are travelling

C) travel

D) travelled

5   
Yes, it was 

very delicious.
..................... 
your meal?

A) Don't you like 

B) Are you enjoying

C) Did you enjoy

D) Did you drink

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES / SPORTS / WILD ANIMALS
1 - 2
3 - 4

UNIT
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1st Term 2nd Exam (1)

6  David: ............... is the only sport played 

on the surface of the Moon?

 James: Golf.

A) What B) Where

C) When D) How

7  

 Sue: .................. do tigers live?

 Aaron: They ..................... in Asia.

A) What / lived B) Where / live

C) Where / lives D) Which / live

8  

 Some animals became .................... 

because people ....................  them for 

different reasons.

A) endangered / protect

B) poisonous / survived

C) habitat / hunted

D) extinct / hunted

9  

 I need a ............. . I am going swimming.

A) racket

B) helmet

C) snorkel

D) gloves

10  Alex: ............... do you go jogging?

 Rina: Every day.

A) How often

B) Why

C) Where

D) Who
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES / SPORTS / WILD ANIMALS
1 - 2
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Functions : 1-2-4-5-9-10-11

1  Terry is a ........................................ boy. He never gets good marks. He always fails his exams.

2  My cousin is ............................................ . She can't make friends easily.

3  Being ........................................... is very bad. I think people should share their possessions.

4  My dad is so ............................................ that he buys a bunch of flowers for my mum's birthday.

5  Jane is ............................................ with her blonde hair.

Present (V1) Past (V2) Present (V1) Past (V2)

hear ............................... study ...............................

find ............................... cry ...............................

watch ............................... wear ...............................

see ............................... swim ...............................

get ............................... live ...............................

take ............................... arrive ...............................

look ............................... sing ...............................

speak ...............................

B) Complete the sentences with the given words. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

  1st TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 2

A) Write the past (V2) form of the verbs. (15 x 2  = 30 pts)

kind shy attractive

selfish lazy

heard 

found

watched

saw

got

took

looked

spoke

studied

cried

wore

swam

lived

arrived

sang

lazy

shy

selfish

kind

attractive
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1st Term 2nd Exam (2)

Tom: Tell me about your aunt, Sue. She was a famous designer, wasn't she?

Mary: No, she was a dancer. She was born in London in 1965. She grew up in Manchester.

Tom: Did she stay in Manchester?

Mary: Yes, she did. She was a student in a university in Manchester.

Tom: What did she do after university?

Mary: She was a student at the Faculty of Medicine, but she didn't want to work as a doctor. She 

decided to be a dancer.

Tom: Did she get married and have any children?

Mary: Yes, she got married, but she didn't have any children.

Tom: Is she alive now?

Mary: Yes, she is. She can't dance, but she watches dancing videos at TV.

1  Children are crazy about indoor / outdoor activities such as football, basketball etc.                               

2  Messi is a favorite football / basketball player.

3  Spectators / Equipments are people who watch events such as matches.

4  I am fond of individual / team sports because I don't like being with others while I am doing 

sports.

5  Our school team won the tennis match last year and they became the winner / player, but 

this year, they aren't the winner.

C) Read the text and tick True or False. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

D) Circle the correct words. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

1  Sue is a famous designer.   

2  Sue is married.   

3  Sue studied at a university in Manchester.   

4  Sue was born in Manchester.   

5  Sue worked as a doctor.   

TRUE FALSE

4

4

4

4

4
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1st Term 2nd Exam (2)

1  I. In 1886, he started school and studied 

Maths in Munich.

 II. He received the Nobel Prize.

 III. Albert Einstein was born in Germany.

 IV. He researched the relation between 

mass and energy.

 Put the sentences in the correct order.

A) II, I, III, IV B)  III, I, IV, II

C) I, III, II, IV D) IV, I, II, III 

 2 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2  Marie Curie ................................. the 

element "radium" with her team and 

....................... two Nobel Prizes.

A) discover / won B)  discovered / win

C) discovers / wins D) discovered / won

3  My classmate, Rob hates 
sharing something with 
someone. He cares only 
about himself not about 

other people. He is a 
..................... person.

A) sensitive B)  selfish

C) stubborn D) sensible

4  
My brother ..................... 

two times a week  with his 
team. Last year, they 

............... very successful 
and they ................ two 

gold medals.

A) train / were / win

B) practised / was / won

C) train / were / win

D) practises / were / won

5   

........................... live in a desert and 

the  ....................... is a sea animal.

A) Lizards / canary 

B) Camels / whale

C) Eagles / frog

D) Crocodiles / ladybird

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1 - 2
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1st Term 2nd Exam (2)

6  

 Giraffes are ....................., they eat 

leaves and they are also ....................., 

they give a birth.

A) reptiles / mammals

B) carnivores / insects

C) herbivores / domestic animals

D) herbivores / mammals

7  

 Martin: Did you try .................... on your 

winter holiday?

 Rita: No, I didn't, but I went skiing.

A) snowboarding B) sailing

C) skating D) skateboarding

8  Stephan: Lisa went abroad alone five 

years ago and didn't come back. ..........

.................................. ?

 Tyler: Her husband looked after them. 

He is a really good father.

A) Why did she go abroad

B) When will she return

C) Who raised her children

D) Is she married

9  

 I ........................ in a small village with 

my grandparents. I miss my childhood 

days.

A) won B) grew up

C) got engaged D) moved

10  Lucy: What should we do to protect 

wildlife?

 Aaron: ........................................... .

A) We should cut down trees

B) We should pollute rivers

C) We should hunt wild animals

D) We should protect forests
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY / BIOGRAPHIES / SPORTS / WILD ANIMALS
1 - 2
3 - 4
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-7-9-10

1  Mobile phones are / were very expensive in the past.

2  There weren't / wasn't many schools years ago, but there are / was a lot of schools in Turkey 

now.

3  A: Where were / are you?

 B: I am at home. 

4  She was / were born in Ankara.

5  How old are / were they last year?

6  It is / isn't hot today because it is snowing.

7  A: Are / Were you at home now?

 B: Yes, I am / was at home. I am setting the table for the guests.

8  My brother is / was ill. He has a bad cough.   

  1st TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Circle the correct word. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

B) Write the names of the activities under the pictures. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

............................ ................................................................................................................ice-skating baseball volleyball skateboarding parachuting
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1st Term 2nd Exam (3)

1  Sally is fond of dancing.  

2  Sally plays volleyball three times a week.  

3  Sally never goes rafting.  

4  Sally goes skiing on weekdays.  

5  Sally hates horse riding and never goes riding.  

D) Answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

C) Tick True or False according to the chart. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  Where do tigers live?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Are birds mammals?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Do the polar bears love cold?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What is the habitat of camels?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Are cows herbivores or carnivores?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

Sports Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Dancing 4 4 4 4

Rafting ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Volleyball 4 4

Horse riding 4 4

Skiing 4 4 4 4 4

TRUE FALSE

They live in the jungle.

No, they aren't.

Yes, they love cold. / (Yes, they do.)

It is a desert.

They are herbivores.

4

4

4

4

4
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 1 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A:  ..........................................................?

 B: No, they don't. They live in deserts.

A) What do the camels do

B) Do the camels live in the jungle

C)  Do the birds live in the desert

D) Where do the camels live

2  A:  ..................................  do you brush 

your teeth? 

 B: Two times a day.

A) How long 

B) How

C) How often 

D) When

3  A: What's your new neighbour like?

 B: I think she's .............................. . She 

is always with me when I need her. 

A) helpful 

B) mean

C) shy 

D) selfish

4  A: .......................................................... ?

 B: She is very helpful and talented.

A) Is Mary talented

B) What is Mary like

C)  What does Mary look like

D) Who is the best person in your class  

5  
............................. ?

She is optimistic 
and thoughtful.

 

A) What does Oya like 

B) What is Oya like

C) What does Oya look like

D) What does Oya do

1st Term 2nd Exam (3)

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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6  
Indoor 

Activities   

   - dancing

   - swimming

   - .....................

Outdoor 
Activities   

   - windsurfing

   - skiing

   - .....................

A) basketball - gymnastics

B) ice-skating - climbing

C)  climbing - sailing

D) cycling - baseball

7  

 

 Elephants have got a big ................ . 

They use it to feed themselves and 

drink water.

A) horn B)  tusk

C) trunk D) tail

 

8  Edward: I can't get on well with 

Stephen.

 David: Why? What's the matter?

 Edward: He is so ................... . He never 

changes his mind when he makes a 

decision.

A) understanding 

B) stubborn

C) supportive

D) respectful

9  Choose the incorrect one.

A) 

Jungle

 B) 

Cave

C) 

Cub

 D) 

Reptile

10  

?
It is not a dangerous animal. 

It lives inside and outside 

the water. It isn't mammal or 

reptile.

A) Lizard 

B) Cow

C) Penguin

D) Tiger

1st Term 2nd Exam (3)
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Functions : 1-3-4-5-6-9-10

  1st TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 4

A) Circle the correct sentence. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  A) She is a beautiful girl with long blonde hair.

 B) She has got hazel eyes and short hair.

2  A) Tom is a kind and helpful boy.

 B) Tom is not a respectful person.

3  A) She has got long curly brown hair.

 B) She is a girl with short curly hair.

4  A) He is a weak and old man.

 B) He is a well-built and strong man.

5  A) He is a clumsy waiter.

 B) He is a funny boy.
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1st Term 2nd Exam (4)

1  be born in 1988 ..................................................................................................................................................

2  begin primary school in 1994 ........................................................................................................................

3  graduate from high school in 2006 ..............................................................................................................

4  start university in 2006 .....................................................................................................................................

5  graduate from university in 2010 ..................................................................................................................

6  become an English teacher in 2010 ............................................................................................................

7  get married in 2015 ...........................................................................................................................................

8  have a baby in 2016 .........................................................................................................................................

1  How often do you get up late? (Twice a week) 

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What kind of movies does your dad prefer watching? (Adventure ones)

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Did your siblings and you help your mum do the chores yesterday? (Yes)

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What time do you do your homework in the evenings? (At six p.m.)

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Does your teacher live in another town? (No)

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the notes and write sentences about Semih. Use the Simple Past Tense. (8 x 2 = 16 pts)

C) Match the words with the definitions. (7 x 2 = 14 pts)

a  no longer in existence

b  containing poison

c  a large forest, typically in the tropics

d  to live 

e  the feeling of sorrow

f  to catch an animal to kill

g  a very large cat, native to the forests of Asia

 to hunt

 extinct

 to exist

 jungle

 poisonous

 pity

 tiger

D) Answer the questions using the words or phrases in brackets. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

He was born in 1988.

He began primary school in 1994.

He graduated from high school in 2006.

He started university in 2006.

He graduated from university in 2010.

He became an English teacher in 2010.

He got married in 2015.

He had a baby in 2016.

I get up late twice a week.

He prefers watching adventure ones.

No, she doesn't live in another town. 

I do my homework at six p.m. in the evenings.

Yes, my siblings and I helped our mum do the chores yesterday. 

g

e

b

c

d

a

f
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1st Term 2nd Exam (4)

1   Which animal is a carnivore?

A)  B)  

C)  D) 

2  
It has got a big tusk and a long trunk. It 

has a huge body and strong feet.

 Which animal is it?

A) Elephant 

B) Camel

C) Cat 

D) Lion

3  Emre Serhan Arda

15 13 10

160 cm 170 cm 165 cm

55 kg 62 kg 57 kg

 Choose the correct one.

A) Emre is taller than Serhan.

B) Arda is heavier than Serhan and Emre.

C) Emre is younger than Serhan.

D) Arda is younger and lighter than 
Serhan.

 4 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

4  A: ................................. were you born?

 B: I was born in Oslo.

A) Who

B) When 

C) Where

D) How

5  

 I think my friend is a self-disciplined 

player because she ................. every 

day.

A) scores

B) loses

C) trains

D) wins

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1 - 2
3 - 4

UNIT
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1st Term 2nd Exam (4)

6  My mum .......................... prefers eating 

vegetables because they are healthy.

A) always

B) seldom

C) rarely

D) never

7  Mert doesn't like fast food. He 

......................... eats hamburger.

A) usually

B) often

C) never

D) always

8  Dave: ................................... ?

 Rob: It was a draw. There wasn't any 

winner.

A) Who won the last World Cup

B) Do you like watching football matches

C) Did you play football in the school 
team

D) What was the result in the match

9  Which one is an individual indoor 

activity?

A)  B)  

C)  D) 

10  Which one is not a team sport?

A)  B)  

C)  D) 
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1 - 2
3 - 4

UNIT
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

1  .................................... can repeat the words people say.

2  Deers have .................................... .

3  .................................... are very heavy animals and they have a .................................... .

4  The birds with colourful .................................... are my favorite.

5  ....................................  are the king of the forest.

6  A ....................................  is a reptile.

7  ....................................  like cold places and they can't fly.

8  I feed my bird in a ................................... at home.

9  A mouse has got a long .................................... and it is small.

  1st TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) Complete the sentences with the words in the box. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

• penguins

• horns

• wings

• crocodile

• tail

• trunk

• elephants

• parrots

• lions

• cage

1  curly - straight - long - wavy

2  outgoing - slim - beautiful - short

3  yesterday - always - ago - in the past

4  do - took - ate - drove

5  feather - beak - habitat - horn

B) Circle the different one. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

Parrots

horns

Elephants trunk

wings

Lions

crocodile

Penguins

cage

tail
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1st Term 2nd Exam (5)

1  at the office / he / yesterday?

 ..............................................................................................................................................

 Yes, .........................................................................................................................................

2  chilly / the weather / two days ago?

 ..............................................................................................................................................

 Yes, .........................................................................................................................................

3  last Saturday / at your birthday party / David?

 ..............................................................................................................................................

 Yes, .........................................................................................................................................

4  ill / you / last week?

 .............................................................................................................................................. 

 No, .........................................................................................................................................

5  the questions / difficult / in the exam?

 ..............................................................................................................................................

 No, .........................................................................................................................................

a  the twenty-eighth of April, two thousand and ten

b  the fifth of May, nineteen seventy-seven

c  the twelfth of September, eighteen seventeen

d  the fifth of December, two thousand and fifteen

e  the fourteenth of February, two thousand and fourteen

 September 12, 1817

 February 14, 2014

 May 5, 1977

 April 28, 2010

 December 5, 2015

C) Match the dates. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Write questions using Simple Past Tense and answer them. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

c

e

b

a

d

Was he at the office yesterday?

he was.

it was.

he was.

Was the weather chilly two days ago?

Was David at your birthday party last Saturday?

Were you ill last week?

I wasn't.

Were the questions difficult in the exam?

they weren't.
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1  Which one is not a habitat?

A) A rainforest 

B) A desert

C) A grassland

D) A tusk

 2 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2  My cousin is a / an ............... girl, she 

likes making new friends, but I'm very 

...................., I prefer being alone.

A) outgoing / shy

B) punctual / overweight

C) well-built / optimistic

D) stubborn / forgetful

3  Melanie: What is Tom like?

 Sam: ............................................. .

 Melanie: What do you mean?

 Sam: He likes sitting on the sofa and 

watching TV all the day.

A) He is very eager

B) He is ambitious

C) He is of medium height

D) He is a couch potato

4  
Eye Color Hair Color

brown blonde

blue grey

black ........................

........................ ginger

A) dark / curly B) hazel / fair

C) small / short D) big / straight

5  

 

 Rick: ........................................... ?

 Thea: He was a great artist and sculptor.

A) Was Salvador Dali a writer

B) What do you know about Salvador Dali

C) What is Salvador Dali's masterpiece

D) When did Salvador start painting

1st Term 2nd Exam (5)

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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6  Albert Einstein ................ a Nobel Prize 

in Physics for his work on theoretical 

physics in 1921.

A) left 

B) made

C) moved 

D) received

7  William: ............................................. ?

 Robert: They usually hunt during the 

day.

A) How long does a tiger live

B) Where does tigers live

C) When do tigers hunt

D) Are tigers herbivores

8  
.................... is an individual 

sport, but .................. is a 

team sport.

A) Volleyball / gymnastics 

B) Baseball / dancing 

C) Horse riding / football

D) Basketball / swimming

9  

............................ ?

He has got short  
wavy brown hair. 

He is very 
handsome.

A) What does he look like 

B) What is he like

C) What are they like

D) What does she do

10  Which of them became extinct?

A)  B)  

C)  D) 

1st Term 2nd Exam (5)
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-9-10-11-12-13

1 - 2 - 3 
4 - 5

................... ................... ................... ................... ................... ...................

a  Suitable for general audiences.

b  Suitable for ages 7 and over.

c  It contains violence.

d  It contains negative examples.

e  Suitable for ages 13 and over.

f  Only the age of 18 and over can watch.

1  I watched a ........................................ yesterday, I laughed too much and I got relaxed.

2  I watch the ........................................ and decide what to wear every day.

3  My cousin is really a ........................................ . He only watches TV and does nothing else.

4  My little daughter prefers watching ........................................ only and she likes "The Smurfs" 

most.

5  I am crazy about ........................................ about wildlife and underwater world.

B) Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

A) Match the signs with their meanings. (6 x 3 = 18 pts)

  1st TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 1

documentaries couch potato sitcom

cartoon weather forecast

b ea f c d

sitcom

weather forecast

cartoons

documentaries

couch potato
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1st Term 3rd Exam (1)

1  Our daughter eats .............................................. (many) vegatables than her elder brother.

2  There are ............................................ (few) watches than clocks in the shop.

3  New dresses look ........................................................... (beautiful) than the old ones.

4  My grandma is ........................................... (old) than my grandpa.

5  I get up .......................................... (early) on weekdays than weekends.  

C) Write four examples of sports for each category. (16 x 2 = 32 pts)

D) Write the comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.  (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Team  Sports

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Indoors

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Individual Sports / Activities

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Outdoors

more

fewer

more beautiful

earlier

older

(Answers may vary.)
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1st Term 3rd Exam (1)

1  

 Choose the correct one. 
A) She has got long curly hair.

B) She has got long straight fair hair.

C) She has got dark hair.

D) She has got long straight ginger hair.

2   Which one is a good side of TV?

A) Children learn violence.

B) They think that world is scary.

C) Children learn aggressive behaviors.

D) People become aware of what is 
happening.

 3 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

3   Students prefer ............................................... 

talk shows to reality shows.

A) to watch  B)  watch 

C) watching D) to watching

4   Tim: .........................................................

.............................................................. ?

 Eda: Sure, Graham Bell invented it.

A) Do you know who invented the 
telephone 

B) Who invented the telephone

C) Why did Graham Bell invent the 
telephone

D) What did Graham Bell do

5  I prefer watching documentaries 

because I think ............................................... .

A) they are boring    

B) I don't like having information about 
the world

C) I expand my awareness of the world 
around me 

D) documentaries aren't exciting

6  A: How often do you watch TV?

 B: ..................................................................... .

A) I watched it yesterday 

B) I watch it seven days a week

C) She likes watching TV 

D) No, I don't like watching TV 

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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7   
Students spend much time 
with computer games. They 
..................... be careful 
about using a computer and 
they ..................... spend too 
much time with computers.

A) should / should 

B) shouldn't / should

C) should / shouldn't

D) shouldn't / shouldn't

8   Bruce: Women generally watch soap 

operas on TV.

 Wendy: ................................... . Because 

they are sensitive and they have 

emotional characters. 

A) That's not a good idea

B) I agree with you

C) You are wrong

D) I don't think so

9  

✗ ✔
 

 I prefer watching .................................. 

to ................................. .

A) soap operas / comedies 

B) sitcoms / sports programmes

C) talk shows / cookery programmes 

D) documentaries / animation movies

10  

 My little sister is a ................................ 

She only sits and watches TV.

A) guide 

B) couch potato

C) viewer 

D) bookworm 

1st Term 3rd Exam (1)
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1 - 2 - 3 
4 - 5

Functions : 1-3-4-5-7-9-10-11-12

A) Match the TV programmes with the pictures. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

  1st TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 2

• TV series  • Sitcom   • Quiz show  • Talk show

• Sports programme  • Documentary  • Reality show  • Cartoon

• The news  • Cookery programme 

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

...........................

B) Match the descriptions with the pictures. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

1  It is a kind of mammal. It can live in deserts without water for a long time.

2  It is the tallest animal in the world.

3  It is a reptile. It eats insects. It has got a long tail and four legs.

4  It has got a beak and colourful feathers. It can repeat the words which people say.

5  It is a mammal. It lives under water and it is a big animal.

...................................................... ........................... ........................... ...........................

Cookery

programme

TV series

Sitcom

Quiz show

The news

Talk show

Reality

show

Cartoon

Documentary

Sports

programme

5 4321
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1st Term 3rd Exam (2)

C) Read the paragraph and answer the questions (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Write question words according to the answers. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

That night, children slept in the forest. When Abby woke up, she smelled something 

delicious. She followed the nice smell. She walked for a long time. Finally, she arrived 

a kitchen. There were a lot of candies and chocolate. She wanted to eat everything, 

but she thought they didn't belong to her. She left the kitchen and went outside, but 

delicious desserts were still in her mind. She didn't taste anything there. Later, she 

heard a voice calling her name and she woke up in her tent in the forest.

1  What is the name of the girl in the story?

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  What did Abby do when she woke up?

 .................................................................................................................................................

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  What did she see in the kitchen?

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  Did she eat anything in the kitchen?

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  Where did Abby wake up?

 .................................................................................................................................................

1  A: ................................................ does your dad drink coffee?

 B: He drinks it five times a week.

2  A: ................................................ do students go to school?

 B:  Their father drives them to school.

3  A: ................................................. do you want to live?

 B:  I want to live in Ankara.

4  A: ................................................ helps you do the chores?

 B:  My husband always helps me.

5  A: ................................................ did you study at home?

 B:  I studied two or three hours.

Her name is Abby (It is Abby.)

She saw a lot of candies and chocolate.

No, she didn't. 

She woke up in her tent.

She smelled something delicious and followed that nice smell. She walked for a long time.

How often

How

Where

Who

How long
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1st Term 3rd Exam (2)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1   
PLAY GO DO

.................. .................. .................

A) puzzles / camping / football

B) tennis / camping / karate

C) gymnastics / karate / football

D) golf / parachuting / basketball

2   Students prefer ................................... talk 

shows .......................... reality shows.

A) watch / to 

B) to watch / than

C) watching / to 

D) watching / than

3   A: How often do you eat eggs?

 B: ........................................................................... 

A) I usually bake or fry it. 

B) Yes, I sometimes eat it.

C) She eats two days a week.

D) I try to eat every day.

4  

 

İstanbul is ............................. than Ankara.

A) crowded 

B) more than

C) more crowded 

D) fewer than

5   

 ..............................................................................

....................................................... . She likes 

watching TV too much and she spends 

all of her time in front of TV.

A) My daughter is a couch potato 

B) She likes studying

C) My uncle is a lazy man

D) My mum doesn't prefer watching TV

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1st Term 3rd Exam (2)

6  Michelle prefers .................................... 

cartoons because they are ................. .

A) watch / boring 

B) watched / nonsense

C) watching / amusing 

D) watching / bad

7  Pete: Why don't we watch "Survivor"?

 Lisa: It's not a good idea. I think it's 

............................... .

A) exciting 

B) nonsense

C) interesting 

D) funny

8  Mike: .......................................?

 Sue: No, I don't. I only watch the news 

every day.

A) Do you think you watch too much 
television

B) Have you got a TV in your room

C) What is your favourite TV programme

D) Why do you watch the news

9  

 .............................. reduced the forest 

area in the region and this caused a lot 

of environmental problems.

A) Air pollution

B) Deforestation

C) Extinction

D) Water pollution

10  

 We should .............................. a wildlife 

preservation group to protect the 

wildlife.

A) put 

B) buy

C) recycle  

D) join
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-9-10-11-12-13

1 - 2 - 3 
4 - 5

  1st TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

1  She is ............................... (good) than Lucy at dancing.

2  My dad always ............................... (take) me to school.

3  My wedding party ............................... (be) really fantastic last month. Everybody  

............................... (dance) and ............................... (enjoy) until midnight.

4  You prefer .............................. (go) out to ............................... (stay) at home because you 

are a social person.

5  She ............................... (be crazy about) her students. She wants to be with them all the 

time.

6  Successful students ................................ (study) regularly and they never ...............................

(forget) to do their homework.

1  .......................................... is a form of two-dimensional illusrated visual art.

2  .......................................... gives information about recent events or happenings.

3  .......................................... has celebrity guests who talk about their work and personal lives 

and other projects.

4  .......................................... is a program which presents a social, political, scientific or 

historical subject in a factual or informative manner.

5  .......................................... is a radio or television programme completed often for prizes by 

answering questions.

B) Fill in the blanks with documentary, quiz show, the news, cartoon and talk show.
 (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

better

takes

was

enjoyeddanced

going

is crazy about

study forget

Cartoon

The news

Talk show

Documentary

Quiz show

staying
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1st Term 3rd Exam (3)

C) Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  I go to the cinema with my parents ............................... Sundays.

2  My daughter gets up ............................... 07:40 in the mornings.

3  I always fly to Malatya from Ankara ............................... midnight. 

4  My aunt and her daughters stay in Dikili ............................... summer.

 

5  A: Are you tired ............................... weekdays?

 B: Of course. Because my work is really hard.

1  We have a difficult test tomorrow. We ............................... go out and we ............................... study 

lesson.

2  There is a wedding ceremony next Saturday, but I don't know what I ...................................... 

wear. Can you give me an advice?

3  If you are overweight and you want to lose weight, you .................................... do exercises and 

you  ............................... eat too much.

D) Write should or shouldn't. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

E) Write the letters into the correct column. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

a   Artist and sculptor

b   Surrealism and Modern Art

c   The Scream

d   Writer

e   The Persistence of Memory

Occupation Famous Works Style / Period

............................ ............................ ............................

............................ ............................ ............................

a c b

shouldn't

on

at

at

every

on

should

should

should

shouldn't

d e
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 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A: There is a new student in my class. 

She is a really friendly mate.

 B: Well. It is very nice. What does she 

look like?

 A:  ..........................................................................

............................................................................. . 

A) She is stubborn and talkative

B) She is a bit tired

C) She is tall but a bit fat

D) She is energetic and she has got wavy 
hair

2  A: What did you do yesterday?

 B: ...........................................................................

.............................................................................. . 

A) I always have brekfast

B) I do the grocery shopping

C) I am studying

D) My dad washed his car and I helped 
him

3  A: ...........................................................................

............................................................................. ?

 B: Once a day.

A) When did you eat your meal 

B) How often does your mum drink coffee

C) How much money do you have

D) Where does she work

4  ................................ have wings and a tail.

A) Parrots 

B) Lizards

C) Reptiles 

D) Elephants

5  I watch "Diriliş Ertuğrul" regularly and I 

wait for the next ..............................................  

impatiently.

A) channel  B) remote control

C) episode  D) sitcom

6   
For Emma, being on 
time isn't very important. 
She isn't ..................... .  

A) stingy  B)  punctual

C) serious  D) funny

1st Term 3rd Exam (3)

F) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1st Term 3rd Exam (3)

7   
What about 
watching  a 
western movie?

That's not a good 
idea. I think 
............................. .

A) it is very amazing 

B) it isn't exciting

C) it is informative  

D) it is very interesting

8  The ................... is an animal that lives 

in the deserts. They can survive for 

about seven or eight days without any 

water.

A) camel  B)  leopard

C) tiger  D) elephant

9   James: ................................?

 Seth: No, I don't . I like reading a lot. I 

think I'm a bookworm.

A) Do you prefer watching TV to reading

B) Do you eat dinner while watching TV

C) Do you read story books

D) What do you like reading

10  
TV Programmes

 - Cartoon

 - The news

 - TV series

 - .............................................

 Choose the incorrect one.

A) Channel

B) Sitcom

C) Cookery programme

D) Weather forecast
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1 - 2 - 3 
4 - 5

Functions : 1-3-5-8-9-10-12

  1st TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 4

A) Read the dialogue and tick True or False. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Matt: Hi, Maria! How are you?

Maria: Hi, Matt. Sorry, I didn't see you. I am a bit sleepy.

Matt: Why? Is there any problem?

Maria: Oh no, I watched "The Vampires" last night. It was too late. I couldn't sleep then, but it was 

incredible. Did you watch it?

Matt: No, Maria. I don't watch TV.

Maria: Sorry, I didn't understand. You don't watch TV? Are you kidding?

Matt: No, I sometimes watch TV. Years ago, I was a TV addict. I was always in front of the screen. 

Then, I had some health problems. I couldn't sleep, study, go out or eat healthy food.

Maria: Oh, come on. It must be a joke.

Matt: No, Maria. Now, I'm very happy. I'm at the basketball team and I spend more time with my 

parents and my friends.
  TRUE FALSE

1  Maria didn't see Matt because she is a bit sleepy.  

2  Maria doesn't have a TV at home.  

3  Matt was a couch potato before.  

4  Matt had some health problems when he was a TV addict.  

5  Matt doesn't watch TV anymore, so he is bored and depressed.  

1  My son ........................... a good report last year.

2  I went on holiday with my friends two years ago. We ................................. a lot of historic 

sites and museums.

3  My mum and dad ..................................... in 1972.

4  Our school team ...................................... the cup last term.

5  Last Sunday, I ......................................................., so we have everything we need.

B) Complete the sentences with the past form of the verbs below. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

win marry do shopping get visit

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

got

visited

married

won

did shopping
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1st Term 3rd Exam (4)

1  I like English, but I don't like Maths.

 ...............................................................................................................................................

2  She is good at basketball and she always wants to play basketball, not tennis.

 ...............................................................................................................................................

3  Children are crazy about cartoons but not documentaries.

 ...............................................................................................................................................

4  I like travelling alone. I don't like being with someone.

 ...............................................................................................................................................

5  He likes hot weather, not cold weather.

 ...............................................................................................................................................

C) Rewrite the sentences using prefer. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Match the sentences with the pictures (5 x 2 = 10 p)

1 32

4 5

a  She is crazy about playing instruments and making music.           

b  She has got an elegant dress.

c  The little boy is a bit clumsy.

d  He is good at playing tennis.

e  She is really helpful.

I prefer English to Maths.

She prefers (playing) basketball to (playing) tennis.

Children prefer cartoons to documentaries.

I prefer travelling alone to being with someone.

He prefers hot weather to cold weather.

2

5

3

4

1
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1st Term 3rd Exam (4)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  My dad is 2 years ................................. 

my mum.

A) older than

B) older 

C) shorter than

D) younger

2  My friend, Ece is .....................................

than other students in her class.

A) hardworking 

B) more hardworking

C) beautiful

D) clever

3  We have difficult questions at Science 

exams but not in Maths exams. I mean 

Maths is .....................................Science.

A) more easy 

B) harder than

C) easier than 

D) difficult

4  Motorbikes are ............................. than 

bikes.

A) fast

B) slow

C) faster

D) slowly

5  

 A: What is he doing?

 B: He is ............................... .

A) riding a bike B) riding a horse

C) driving a car D) walking

6  The Wright Brothers .................... very 

successful. They .................... the first 

plane.

A) were / discovered

B) was / invented 

C) were / invented  

D) was / discovered 

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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7   
I prefer  ..................... 
educational programmes to   
..................... soap operas. 

A) watch / watching 

B) to watch / watch

C) to watch / watching

D) watching / watching

8  A ................, a .................. and ..................

are equipments of tennis.

A) helmet / net / gloves

B) board / skirt / net

C) rocket / ball / shorts

D) pitch / skirt / board  

9   

 TV can be an excellent ...................... 

and entertainer, but too much television 

can also be ........................... .

A) teacher / useful

B) educator / aggressive

C) educator / harmful

D) hobby / enjoyable   

10   

 If kids watch violent acts, ......................

.............................. .

A) they show aggressive behavior

B) they like watching cartoons

C) they can't stand documentaries

D) they love watching TV while having 
dinner   

1st Term 3rd Exam (4)
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1 - 2 - 3 
4 - 5

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-12-13

  1st TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) Write the time. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  08:50 = ....................................................................................................................................

2  02:10 = ....................................................................................................................................

3  04:15 = ....................................................................................................................................

4  07:45 = ....................................................................................................................................

5  05:30 = ....................................................................................................................................

B) Look at the table and write sentences. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

study lesson do sports go shopping

Sue ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Tom ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Kevin O ✔ ✔ ✔

Alex ✔ O ✔ ✔

never: O     sometimes: ✔      often: ✔ ✔      usually: ✔ ✔ ✔     always: ✔✔ ✔ ✔

1  Tom .........................................................................................................................................

2  Alex .........................................................................................................................................

3  Sue ..........................................................................................................................................

4  Kevin .......................................................................................................................................

5  Tom and Kevin ........................................................................................................................

It is ten to nine.

It is ten past two.

It is (a) quarter past four.

It is (a) quarter to eight.

It is half past five.

(Answers may vary.)
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1st Term 3rd Exam (5)

C) Read the text and complete the sentences. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

Snow leopards are large, black and white animals. They are also furious animals. It 

means they are always angry.

They live in the bamboo forests in the mountains of China. They like eating too much. 

They spend almost half of the day while eating. They eat 12,5 kilos of bamboo every day. 

They can swim and climb trees. They are also endangered animals.

1  The text is about......................................................................................................................

2  Furious means ........................................................................................................................

3  These animals eat ...................................................................................................................

4  They can .................................................................................................................................

5  Their habitat is.........................................................................................................................

D) Look at the signs and write sentences. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

like be crazy aboutdon't like can't stand

1    I ...............................................................................................................(swim)

2    She .........................................................................................(windsurfing)

3    Mice ........................................................................................(eat cheese)

4   Cows ........................................................................................................(meat)

5   My dad ...................................................................................(read a newspaper)

angry.

12,5 kilos of bamboo.

the mountains in China.

likes reading a newspaper

don't like meat

are crazy about eating cheese

can't stand windsurfing

like swimming

swim and climb the trees.

snow leopards.
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1  

 

 Choose the correct answer.

A) Suitable for ages seven and over 

B) It may contain negative behaviors 

C) Suitable for general audiences  

D) It may contain fear and violence

 2 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2  
My favourite cartoon movie 
is ................ half past nine 
...................... Saturday.

A) on / at  B)  on / in 

C) at / it  D) at / on  

3  A: .............................................................

...............................................................?

 B: Three times a year.

A) When do you go abroad

B) When did he go

C) How often does she go on a vacation

D) How many siblings does he have

4  Overweight people ............................... .

A) should do sports

B) should eat junk food 

C) shouldn't do exercises regularly

D) should study

5  Which one is ..............................., pasta 

or vegetables?

A) big  B) good

C) healthier D) larger

1st Term 3rd Exam (5)

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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1st Term 3rd Exam (5)

6  My grandma doesn't work anywhere, 

but she is so ..................... because she 

gives me pocket money whenever I 

visit her. 

A) mean  B) generous

C) stingy  D) honest

7  Amy: There is a party tonight. What 

................. I wear? A dress or a pair of 

trousers?

 Jane: I think you ..................... wear a 

dress.  

A) should / should  

B) can / shouldn't

C) must / mustn't  

D) should / are 

8  I am crazy about watching team sports 

such as .............................................. . 

A) parasailing B) yoga 

C) swimming D) football   

9  Who was an astronomer? 

A) Galileo  

B) Wright Brothers

C) Thomas Edison  

D) Albert Einstein 

10  

 Choose the correct answer.

A) I don't like cartoons.   

B) I like watching weather forecast.  

C) He is crazy about horror films. 

D) I prefer watching cartoons to weather 
forecast.
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

 

 2nd TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 1

A) Match the questions with the answers. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

 Yes, there are.

 £ 10.02.

 Yes, please.

 Yes, some.

 Five.

a  How much is this skirt?

b  How many glasses of milk are there for the children?

c  Is there any cake in the fridge?

d  Do you want me to help you?

e  Are there any banks in the city center?

1  A: I am very bored at home. 

 B: ....................................... go out and watch a film in the cinema.

2  A: I can't hear the news very well. There is a lot of noise here.

 B: ....................................... you turn up the volume?

3  A: My mum is really sick.

 B: She .......................................  see a doctor.

4  A: I am really tired today.

 B: ....................................... have a break and drink a cup of tea.

5  A: It is raining at the moment.

 B: You ....................................... wear your raincoat. 

B) Complete the sentences with let's, why don't and should. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Let's

Why don't

should

should

Let's

e

a

d

c

b
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2nd Term 1st Exam (1)

C) Circle the correct one. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  A: How much / many money do you have in your pocket?

 B: I have only any / a little money.

2  Would you like to eat much / some sweets?

3  I have  a few / a little eggs to make a cake. 

4  My father bought a little / a lot of lemons at the supermarket.

You will run across your old 
friends and have a good time.

You will have a good career.

You will have an argument with 
one of your friends.

You will have a serious illness.

You will find the true love.

You will fail your last exam.

You will lose your job.

You will hear some bad news.

You will get a nice present.

You will have a chance to 
travel around the world.

1  ................................................................

 ................................................................

2  ................................................................

 ................................................................

3  ................................................................

 ................................................................

4  ................................................................

 ................................................................

5  ................................................................

 ...............................................................

Good News

1  ................................................................

 ................................................................

2  ................................................................

 ................................................................

3  ................................................................

 ................................................................

4  ................................................................

 ................................................................

5  ................................................................

 ...............................................................

Bad News

D) Put the sentences into the correct column. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)

You will have a good career. You will lose your job.

You will find the true love. You will hear some bad news.

You will run across your old friends and 

have a good time.

You will have a serious illness

You will get a nice present. You will have an argument with one of 

your friends.

You will have a chance to travel around 

the world.

You will fail your last exam.
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2nd Term 1st Exam (1)

 1 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A: Jane has a birthday party. ................

...........................?

 B: It sounds good. What time does it 

start?

 A: At one o'clock.

A) Do you like parties

B) Why don't we go to the party

C) Where is the party

D) Could you repeat it, please

2  A: Would you like ................................ 

the grocery shopping with me?

 B: Thanks, but I can't. I'm tired.

A) to do  B)  doing

C) to doing D) do

3  My daughter was born last year. She 

will be one year old tomorrow,  so I 

need only one ............................ for the 

birthday cake.

A) beverage B)  guest

C) candle  D) hat

4  Jack: How much flour do we have for 

the cake?

 Mum: We have ................................. . 

We should go to the supermarket to 

buy some.

A) a few  B)  a lot of

C) a little  D) many

5  ARIES: You are stubborn and friendly. 

Everything will be OK, but you will have 

a problem about your health, I mean 

...................................... .

A) you will get married next year

B) you will lose your all money

C) you will have an operation

D) you will hear some bad news about 
your relatives

6  Betty: .......................................................

..........................................................?

 Fortune teller: Your mum.

A) Will my mum start her new job

B) Who will always be near me

C) Where will we go next week

D) Will I have a good job

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 1st Exam (1)

7   
Lizards, snakes and 

crocodiles are 
........................... .

 

A) reptiles

B) insects

C) mammals

D) poisonous plants

8  Jack: We are organizing a ...................... 

party for Brian this Sunday. Would you 

like to come?

 Henry: Is Brian leaving?

 Jack: Yes, he is going to start a new job 

in Spain.

 Henry: OK! I will be there. Tell me the 

time and place.

A) graduation 

B) welcome

C) farewell  

D) baby shower

9  

Firework Beverages

Invitation card Present

Choose the incorrect matching.

A) Present

B) Firework

C) Invitation card

D) Beverages

10  Which one isn't a superstition?

A) Putting a horseshoe above the door

B) Finding a four-leaf clover

C) Breaking a mirror

D) Getting on a bus
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

It was Jessica's eighteenth birthday. Her best friends decided to have her birthday party at her 

garden. They prepared a to-do list first;

• a guest list

• music

• food and beverages

• presents

• decoration

Mark is responsible for the guest list. He will prepare the list and call them. 

Sue is responsible for the music. She will arrange the music CDs.

Tom is responsible for food and beverages. He will go shopping and buy the necessary things.

Angela is responsible for buying the presents. She will buy a present for each of her friends.

And her mother is responsible for the decoration. When Jessica is out, she will decorate the 

garden and arrange everything in the garden.  

1  Whose birthday party is it?

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  Who is responsible for the things in the garden?

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  Does Tom arrange the presents?

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  Is Tom responsible for food and beverages?

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  Will Angela buy only one present?

 .................................................................................................................................................

 2nd TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 2

A) Read the text and answer the questions. (6 x 5 = 30 pts)

It is Jessica's birthday party.

Jessica's mother is responsible for them.

No, he doesn't arrange them.

Yes, he is.

No, she won't. She will buy a present for each of her friends.
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2nd Term 1st Exam (2)

B) Fill in the blanks with decoration, beverages, cake, birthday party and invitation card.  
     (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Please come 
to my birthday 

party.

  
   

1) .................................      2)  ............................      3) ................................  

 

  
      

4) ..............................     5) ...............................

C) Make sentences using the given words and future tense. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  It / bring / bad luck

 +  .........................................................................................................................................

 -  .........................................................................................................................................

2  He / do / his responsibilities

 ?  .........................................................................................................................................

 -  .........................................................................................................................................

3  She / help / her mum / about decoration.

 +  .........................................................................................................................................

 ?  .........................................................................................................................................

4  You / hear / good news

 +  .........................................................................................................................................

 -  .........................................................................................................................................

5  I / find / real love / and / get married

 ?  .........................................................................................................................................

 +  .........................................................................................................................................

birthday party decoration

invitation card cake beverages

He will not (won't) do his responsibilities.

Will she help her mum about decoration?

You will not (won't) hear good news.

I will find real love and get married.

It will not (won't) bring bad luck. 

It will bring bad luck.

Will he do his responsibilities?

She will help her mum about decoration. 

You will hear good news. 

Will I find real love and get married?
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2nd Term 1st Exam (2)

1  CAPRICORN

This week, you will hear good news. 

You will also have a health problem, but 

don't worry, it isn't a serious problem. 

You will need some time to find a 

partner.

 Choose the correct answer.

A) It is hard to hear good news for 
Capricorn this week.

B) Capricorn will have a health problem 
but it is not serious. 

C) Capricorn will find a handsome / 
beautiful partner.

D) Bad news are waiting for Capricorn.

2  

 Choose the correct answer.

A) ladder horse  blue
   shoe bead

B) evil eye palm  four-leaf
     clover

C) palm blue  four-leaf
   bead clover

D) palm ladder  blue
     bead

3  A fortune teller says,

1.  Something bad will happen.

2.  You should be careful about your         

health.

3.  You will make good friends.

4.  Will I be successful at school? 

 Choose the incorrect one.

A) 1  B) 2  C) 3 D) 4

4   A set of clothes appropriate for a 

particular occasion is called ................ .

A) party  B)  invitation 

C) birthday  D) costume

5  A: What a nice party! Would you like 

some cake?

 B: Yes, .................................... please.

A) a few  B)  just a little

C) one  D) few

D) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 1st Exam (2)

6  
If you walk under a ladder, it ................... 

bring bad luck.

A) won't   B)  will

C) isn't  D) is

7  A: What is your favourite hobby?

 B: ........................................................ .

A) Learning new things is useful

B) Yes, I love reading

C) I like reading about inventions

D) You won't have serious illness

 8   Do you have 
any idea about 
domestic cats’ 
.....................? 

They have an 
average of 
fifteen or 

sixteen years. 

A) lifespan  B) hunts

C) preys  D) habitats

9   
We ..................... throw litter on 
the ground and we  ............... 
use public transportation as 

much as possible to prevent the 
air pollution.

A) should / shouldn't

B) shouldn't / should

C) should / should

D) shouldn't / shouldn't

10   
There isn't ........... butter or 

cheese in the fridge. We 
have only  ............... apples. 
Let's go to the supermarket.

I'm sorry mum, 
but I can't. I must 
do my homework.

A) many / little

B) any / a few

C) a lot of / a little

D) much / many
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

  2nd TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Read the invitation card and answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Dear Emma;

I have a pyjama party at my house next Sunday. Please join us. If you take the bus 155, you can 

arrive here easily. My home is near the bus stop. It is on Palm Street. If you attend, we will do a 

lot of entertaining things until morning. We’re going to dance, eat popcorn and chat.

Love,

Canan

Hi Tom,

I am going out to deliver invitation cards, but I have ............................. cards because I am 

planning to invite between 50 and 70 guests. While I am doing it, can you do shopping for the 

party?

First, buy ......................... lemonade, we don’t need .............................. cookies because I 

made them at home yesterday. And of course, we need .............. big cake and 32 candles on 

it. We also need ...................CDs to arrange music. Please buy four or five CDs. I think they 

will be enough.

B) Fill the blanks with some, any, a lot of, a, a few. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

1  Whose party is it? 

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  When is the party? 

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  Who does Canan invite to her pyjama party?  

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  Where is Canan's house?  

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  What are they going to do at the party? 

 .................................................................................................................................................  

It is on Palm Street.

They are going to dance, watch TV, eat popcorn and chat until morning.

She invites Emma to her party.

It is next Sunday.

It is Canan’s party.

any

a

a few

some

a lot of
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2nd Term 1st Exam (3)

C) Fill in the blanks with the given words. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

• fortune tellers • superstition  • lucky   

        • evil eye  • mirror 

1  I have got a(n) ............................... . I always wear a white shirt when  I go to a job interview. 

I believe it brings me good luck.

2  If you break a ..................................... at home, it will bring bad luck for a long time. 

3  Most people have .............................. numbers and they believe they bring good luck to 

them. 

4  In Turkey, it is believed a blue bead protects people from the ............................................... .

5  I like going to ............................... because they give information about future.

D) Write suitable questions for the answers. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  A: ........................................................?

 B: They will study in the school canteen.

2  A: ........................................................?

 B: No, I won't contact with Jason.

3  A: ........................................................?

 B: She will buy a CD for her brother on his birthday.

4  A: ........................................................?

 B: They will play soccer in the garden.

5  A: ........................................................?

 B: I will meet her at six p.m.

superstition

Where will they study

Will you contact with Jason

What will she buy

What will they do in the garden

What time will you meet her

lucky

evil eye

fortune tellers

mirror
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1   A: I think it brings bad luck to see a 

black cat.

 B: This is a / an ...................................... .

A) blue bead B)  eye evil 

C) superstition D) mirror

2   A: .....................................................?

 B: Twenty people.

A) How old is Tina   

B) How many people will come to party

C) Where will her tenth birthday party be

D) How many candles do you need

3   A: Why don't we have a picnic on 

Sunday?

 B: ............................................... . I will 

visit my uncle.

A) OK

B) Great idea

C) I'm sorry, but I can't

D) That sounds good

4   A: Let's make a vegetarian pizza. Have 

we got ................ flour in the cupboard?

 B: Yes, there is ............................... .

A) any / some   

B) some / few

C) much / any

D) some / any

5   A: You should be careful about your 

health.

 B: Will something bad happen?

 A: .........................................., but you 

will have a health problem.

 B: l am sorry to hear that.

A) I am sorry to say that

B) No, calm down

C) I hope so

D) I believe it won't happen

6   

 It's a ....................................... .

A) fortune cookie

B) four-leaf clover

C) charm

D) horseshoe

2nd Term 1st Exam (3)

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 1st Exam (3)

7   Do you believe 
in superstitions?

No, I don't. 
...................... .

A) I believe a horseshoe brings good luck

B) I can't walk under a ladder

C) I'm not a superstitious person

D) I always carry my lucky object with me

8   
................ going 
out for a walk?

I'm very bored. 
Great idea.

A) Let's

B) Shall we

C) Why don't we

D) How about

9   
 What about 

.........................?

I need a new 
dress for the party.

A) going shopping

B) staying at home

C) eating out

D) dancing

10   

Sounds good.
We're late for the 
meeting. ............

A) Shall we eat pizza?

B) Let's take a taxi.

C) How about going camping?

D) Why don't we meet next month?
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Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

  2nd TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 4

A) Fill in the blanks according to the pictures. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  If you see a .............................  , it brings you bad luck.

2  Finding a ......................................   brings good luck.

3  I believe in ................................. . It comes true definitely.

4  In villages, people put a .........................................  above the door to bring good 

luck.

5  A ...................................   protects you against evil eye.

B) Answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  Next Sunday is your dad's birthday. What will you buy for him?

 .............................................................................................................................................   

2  What will you do in the future?

 .............................................................................................................................................   

3  There is a wedding ceremony of your cousin. What colour will you wear?

 ............................................................................................................................................  

4  Where will you spend your summer holiday?

 ............................................................................................................................................. 

5  How much money will you earn this year?

 .............................................................................................................................................

black cat

four-leaf clover

palm reading

blue bead

horseshoe

(Answers may vary.)
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C) Look at the invitation card and answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

2nd Term 1st Exam (4)

Dear John,

I am organizing a fancy dress party. I would like to see you on my party.

Date: 10th May

Time: 7 o'clock

Place: On Green Road 

Tim

1  Whose party is it? 

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  What kind of party is it? 

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  Where is the party?  

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  What time is the party?  

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  When is the party?  

 .................................................................................................................................................

D) Complete the sentences with let's, why don't and should. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  A: I am hungry.

 B: .......................................................... you eat some cookies?

2  A: It is hot outside.

 B: You .......................................................... wear your thin clothes.

3  A: I have a terrible toothache.

 B: .......................................................... go to the dentist.

4  A: I have an important exam tomorrow.

 B: .......................................................... you study?

5  A: She is my best friend and she needs my help.

 B: You .......................................................... support her then.

It is on the tenth of May.

It is at seven o'clock.

It is on Green Road, 

It is a fancy dress party.

It is Tim's party

should

Why don't

Let's

should

Why don't
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1   

 
TO - DO LIST

- arrange music

- make a cake

- decorate the place

- visit the relatives

 Which one is not correct for the list?

A) decorate the place

B) arrange music

C) make a cake

D) visit the relatives

 2 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

 2  A: Tomorrow is Sue's 18th birthday. 

Why don't we buy a book for her?

 B: .................................. . She dislikes 

reading.

A) It is a good idea   

B) I don't agree with you

C) It is a nice present

D) That sounds good

3   I want to ................................. a birthday 

party because it is my 18th birthday.

A) join  B)  invite

C) organize D) send

4   A: Are there any shopping malls in the 

town?

 B: ......................................................... .

A) Twelve 

B) No, thank you

C) Some 

D) Yes, a few

5   My cousin is a really ............................... 

person because she believes that a 

blue bead avoids evil eye.

A) magical

B) fortune teller

C) magic

D) superstitious

6   Next summer, I ...................... to London.

A) will go

B) went

C) is going

D) goes

2nd Term 1st Exam (4)

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS6 - 7UNIT
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7  Rachel: Is everything ready for the 

party, George?

 George: ..................................... such 

as ribbons and balloons. Can you buy 

them for me?

 Rachel: Of course. I  can do it.

 George: Thanks a lot. You are very 

polite. 

A) We do not need anything

B) I need some ornaments

C) Could you say that again, please

D) Everything is OK

8    
My father is very ................ . 
He goes to his office on time 

on weekdays.

A) easygoing 

B)  forgetful

C) punctual 

D)  clumsy

9   
My grandparents bought me 

a new mobile phone as a 
birthday ......................... .

A) beverage B)  gift

C) list   D) card 

10  

Fortune teller Horseshoe

Palm reading Broken mirror

 Choose the incorrect one.

A) Broken mirror

B) Horseshoe

C) Fortune teller

D) Palm reading

2nd Term 1st Exam (4)



Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS6 - 7UNIT

817th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

  2nd TERM - 1st EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) You are a fortune teller and write sentences about future as in the example. (9 x 4 = 36 pts)

• marry a beautiful woman • get sick 

• have a bad car accident • win a lottery

• travel a foreign country • graduate from a good university 

• make new friends • lose your pet

• hear bad news • lose your valuable ring

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

Good News

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

• ..............................................................

Bad News

a cb d e

1  Giving a gift to someone  makes him / her happy.

2  Colorful hats are ready for the birthday party.

3  Children give gifts to their mothers on Mother's Day.

4  There was a big graduation party at the garden of university.

5  We often have pyjama parties at weekends.

B) Match the sentences with the pictures. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

You will marry a beautiful woman.

You will win a lottery.

You will travel a foreign country.

You will graduate from a good university.

You will make new friends.

You will get sick.

You will have a bad car accident.

You will lose your pet.

You will hear a bad news.

You will lose your valuable ring.

c

d

b

a

e
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2nd Term 1st Exam (5)

C) Read the horoscopes and tick True or False. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

TIMJACK

It is a lucky week for you. 

You will win a lottery and you 

will buy a luxury house and a 

car. In addition, you will get 

promoted, but you should 

be careful about your health 

because you will have a 

serious health problem.

TAURUS You will travel around the 

world and meet lots of 

people. You are a true and 

loyal friend, but you will meet 

some dishonest friends. You 

will have a long life, but you 

must eat vegetables.

LIBRA

1  Jack will have some health problems and he will get over this 

by eating vegetables.

2  Tim will travel around the world and meet new people. 

3  For Tim, it will be a lucky week because of the lottery. 

4  Tim will meet loyal and true friends.

5  Jack will get a promotion at his work.

  

  

  

  

  

D) Fill in the blanks with the suitable words in the box. (4 x 1 = 4 pts)

1  I had nothing to eat at home, so I ................................... a pizza.

2  I am watching a movie. Would you ................................... to join me?

3  Today is our ..................................................., so we will eat dinner with my husband.

4  I am hungry. Let’s .................................... a hamburger.

TRUE FALSE

• eat • like • ordered • wedding anniversary

ordered

like

wedding anniversary

eat

4

4

4

4

4
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2nd Term 1st Exam (5)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1   If you want to protect yourself from evil 

eye, wear a ...................................... .

A) blue bead 

B) mirror

C) palm reading

D) clover

2   A ........................ is a person who talks 

about the future of people.

A) horseshoe 

B) fortune teller 

C) magic ball 

D) belief

3   A: Is everything OK for the party?

 B: Yes, of course. ...................................

 A: You are great. Thanks for everything

A) I have to decorate the room. 

B) When is it?

C) We don't need anything else. 

D) Why not?

4   A: How many candles do we need for 

the cake?

 B: We need only ................................. .

A) any  B)  much

C) many  D) a few

5   A: You don't look ready for the fancy 

dress party. All guests are waiting to 

start the party.

 B: OK, mum. I need only a few minutes 

to get ready. .......................................?

 A: About twenty people are waiting in 

the living room.

A) How many people are there

B) Where is the party

C) What do they do

D) When will it start

6   Emma and Bruno never ....................... 

television. They think it is boring and 

waste of time. 

A) watches  B)  is watching

C) watched   D)  watch

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 1st Exam (5)

7   A glass of 
orange juice, 

please. 
..................?

A) Do you like fruit juice 

B) What would you like as a beverage

C) Is there any apple juice in the fridge

D) Is it healthy or unhealthy

8    Jack is talkative and he 
loves spending time 

with his friends. He is 
extremely ............... .

A) outgoing 

B) shy

C) selfish  

D)  attractive

9  Bruce: There are advantages and 

disadvantages of watching TV.

 Jonathan: ........................ . We shouldn't 

spend much time on TV and we should 

watch educational programmes.

A) I don't agree with you

B) You are absolutely right

C) It is not a good idea

D) I don't think so

10   Daughter: I want to make an apple pie. 

Are there ............. apples in the fridge?

 Mother: Yes, there are ....................., but 

they aren't enough for it. We should 

buy some more.

A) much / a little

B) a few / some

C) little / many

D) any / some



6 - 7
8 - 9 

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT

857th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 2-4-6-7-8-9-10-11-12

1  I must to go to the greengrocer's to buy vegetables.

2  I bought two loaves of bread and some bagels.

3  My mother has got a terrible stomachache, so I am going to the pharmacy.

4  You can see wild animals in the zoo.

5  I prefer studying in the library because it is quiet.

  2nd TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 1

A) Match the sentences with the pictures. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

B) Fill in the blanks using Simple Present Tense. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

I .................................. (get up) at 7 o'clock and go to school at 8 o'clock every day on 

weekdays. On Fridays, I ................................ (watch) a movie with my friends at the 

cinema. On Saturday, I ................................ (meet) my best friend, Sue at a cafe. Sue 

................................ (be) a student, but she .................................. (study) in a different 

school. She ............................. (not / go) to school by bus. She ................................ (go) 

to school on foot. We are buddies, but we  ................................ (not / have) the same 

interests all the time. We ................................ (get on well) and we never .......................

(tell) lies to each other.

1 2 3 4 5

d

a

c

e

b

get up

watch

meet

is

doesn't go goes

studies

get on well tell

don't have
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (1)

C) Fill in the blanks with must or mustn't. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  You are in the hospital. You ..................................... (be) quiet.

2  You have an exam. You ..................................... (study) hard.

3  The pan is too hot. You ..................................... (touch) it.

4  It is almost midnight. You ..................................... (go) to bed.

5  We must save  water. You ..................................... (let) water run while brushing your teeth.

waste

recycle

global warming

cut down

pollute

a  to bring down by cutting

b  to contaminate with harmful or poisonous things

c  to use again

d  to use something unconsciously

e  a gradual increase in the overall temperature of Earth's atmosphere

D) Match the words with the meanings. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

E) Complete the sentences with the suitable words in the box. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

1  First of all, we should ...................................... the room for the party. 

2  The most enjoyable step is ...................................... before a party.

3  I don't prefer acidic ...................................... because they are unhealthy.

4  I am sorry, but I have no time to make ......................................, so I will order it.

5  I will be 10 years old next year, so I will need 10 ...................................... on my birthday cake.

a birthday cake – arranging music – candles – beverages – decorate

must be

must study

mustn't touch

must go

mustn't let

d

c

e

a

b

decorate

arranging music

beverages

a birthday cake

candles
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (1)

1  
My Daily Routine

08:00 get on a bus

08:30 arrive school

13:00 have lunch

16:00 go home

18:00 have dinner

       

 

 

What does Marry do before she eats 

dinner?

A) She goes home.   

B) She gets on a bus.

C) She has lunch.   

D) She arrives her school.

2  Choose the incorrect one.

A) We must protect rainforests because 
they are necessary for oxygen.

B) We must stop destroying forests.

C) We must  recycle plastic bottles, glass, 
cans, paper and more.

D) We must let water run while brushing 

teeth

3  Choose the incorrect one.

A) Seeing a black cat brings bad luck.  
(Superstition)

B) The weather is hot and sunny. I think it 
won't rain. (Prediction)

C) Opening an umbrella indoors brings 
bad luck. (Superstition)

D) If you break a mirror, you will get seven 
years of bad luck. (Prediction)

 4 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

4  A: ..........................................................?

 B: Yes, I was at home then.

A) Where were you

B) Were you at home at 5 o'clock 
yesterday

C) Did you go home yesterday

D) Was he at home

5  Fortune teller: In my opinion, you will 

find a good partner next year.

 Meryem: ................................................ . 

I want to find true love.

A) I hope so

B) I don't like it

C) It was so good

D) Congratulations

F) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2st Term 2st Exam (1)

6  Sea life and birds are in ................... . 

Beaches are ....................... .

A) danger / dirty

B) extinction / clean

C) global warming / hot

D) oceans / healthy

7  
My little sister will be 
six years old, so we 

should put six 
............. on the cake.

A) fireworks B)  candles

C) party hats D) gifts

8  

 We should put paper, plastic and glass 

in ............................... .

A) nature 

B) recycle bin 

C) forest

D) rubbish bin

9  People .................... be environmentally 

friendly and they .................... cut down 

trees.

A) must / must 

B) mustn't / must

C) must / mustn't

D) mustn't / mustn't

10  Choose the incorrect one.

A) B)

C) D)

Butcher’s Amusement
park

Bakery Zoo



6 - 7
8 - 9 

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT

897th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-12-14-15

1  I am going to the library because I want to study in a silent place.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2  I finished my homework because I wanted to watch my favorite documentary.

 ..................................................................................................................................................................................

3  My mum will go to Sweden because she will see her sister.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

4  They went out for dinner because they celebrated their 10th anniversary.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

5  My friends and I go to a cafe every Saturday because we chat and relax.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

 2nd TERM - 2rd EXAMS
EXAM 2

A) Combine and rewrite the sentences. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

B) Rewrite the sentences using a few or a little. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  There weren't many schools in Turkey years ago.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2  She hasn't got much money.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

3  We haven't got many eggs to make omelette.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

4  There aren't many students in my class.

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

5  We don't need much time to study for the exam.

.................................................................................................................................................................................

There were a few schools in Turkey years ago.

She has got a little money.

We have got a few eggs to make omelette.

There are a few students in my class.

We need a little time to study for the exam.

I am going to the library to study in a silent place

I finished my homework to watch my favorite documentary.

My mum will go to Sweden to see her sister.

They went out for dinner to celebrate their 10th anniversary.

My friends and I go to a cafe every Saturday to chat and relax.
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (2)

D) Fill in the blanks with the past form of the verbs. (10 x 2 = 20 pts)

C) Match the sentences with the pictures. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

She ................................ (get up) at 08:00 a.m. on Saturday. She ................................ 

(have) breakfast with her family in the morning. Then, she went to the cafe to meet her 

friends. When she ................................... (be) at cafe, she ...................................  (come 

across) her cousin. She ...................................  (not /be) pleased to see her because they 

................................... (be) offended. At first, they ................................... (not / talk), but 

they.................................... (look) at each other and they both ............................... (feel) 

upset and finally, she went to her cousin's table and ............................... (hug) her cousin 

and the bad situation ended.

Fasten your seat belt Don't use your mobile phone

Don't enter Don't smoke

Don't park here
a b c

ed

P
..................................

.................................. ..................................

....................................................................

de

bca

hugged

had

was came across

wasn't

were

got up

didn't talk

looked felt
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (2)

 1 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A: Tomorrow is our wedding 

anniversary. I want to buy a nice present 

for my wife, but I don't know what I can 

buy.

 B: Well, I think you can buy a nice gold 

ring.

 A: ......................................... . I bought it 

last year.  

A) It is a good idea

B) I'm sorry, but I can't

C) I agree with you

D) Yes, of course

2   

 Sally and her mother sometimes go  to 

the shopping mall ............................... .

A) to eat desserts

B) to buy some clothes

C) to watch the new films

D) to read books

3  You can make our world better. Don't 

............................... water. Turn the tap 

off while brushing your teeth. 

A) consume B)  recycle

C) waste D) save

4  We must protect rainforests because   

............................................................ .

A) they pollute rivers

B) we should destroy forests

C) they are necessary for oxygen

D) we must save water

5  My horoscope says that it will be a bad 

week for me, it says ...............................

......................................... .

A) you will find true love

B) you will get high marks

C) you will have a lot of money

D) you will have some health problems

6  A superstitious person ..........................

................................................ .

A) believes in fortune telling

B) doesn't believe in horoscopes

C) knows the future

D) is rich and happy

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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7  
At the weekends, I ............... 

my friends and we spend 
time together, but we 

..................... last week. 
Because I .......... ill.

A) meet / don't meet / was

B) meets / didn't meet / were

C) meet / didn't meet / was

D) am meeting / doesn't meet / am

8   I want to buy some stamps. I should go 

to the .......................................... . Then, 

I will buy some medicine. I should go to 

the .......................................... . Finally, I 

want to borrow a book. I should go to 

the .......................................... .

A) municipality / butcher's / bookstore 

B) shoe shop / newsagent's / library

C) grocery / post office / bakery 

D) post office / pharmacy / library

9  Choose the incorrect one

A) 

Saving water

 B) 

Air pollution

C) 

Using

pesticides

 D) 

Deforestation

 

 

 

10  Choose the incorrect one.

A) B)

C) D)

He is decorating
the party room.

She is wrapping
the gift.

She is giving
the invitation card.

They are preparing
the beverages.

2nd Term 2nd Exam (2)



6 - 7
8 - 9 

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT

937th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-4-5-6-7-10-11-13-15

  2nd TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Fill in the blanks with first, finally, then and next. (4 x 2 = 8 pts)

......................................................................................., I left home at 08:00.

......................................................................................, I had my breakfast.

......................................................................................., I got up at 06:40.

......................................................................................., I brushed my teeth.

1  I ............................................... (buy) these vegetables from the supermarket yesterday.

2  My mother always ............................................... (buy) the bread form the bakery.

3  I ..............................................(watch) my favorite talk show this evening.

4  There is a wonderful exhibition in the city center at 5 p.m. tomorrow.

 My friends and I .............................................. (go) there.

5  Do you generally .............................................. (hang out) with your friends at weekends?

6  I .............................................. (not / read) the book which you gave me last month.

7  Students .............................................. (not / like) doing homework.

8  Where .............................................. (be) you yesterday?

9  My brother is married, so he .............................................. (not / stay) with us.

10  I .............................................. (be) at the canteen now.

B) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)

buys

were

will go

will watch

hang out

didn't read

don't like

am

doesn't stay

bought

First

Next

Finally

Then
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a  Let's go on a holiday.

b  Why don't we do sports?

c  What about drinking lemonade?

d  Shall we eat out tonight?

e  How about going shopping?

f  Do you want to watch "Dead Poets 

Society"?

Ruby: I'm really bored and tired.

Lisa: .......................................... ?

James: I need a new pair of trainers.

Jack: .......................................... ?

David: .......................................... ?

Phil: Yes, I do. It's a great movie.

Amy: We don't have anything to eat at home.

Bill: .......................................... ?

Shaggy: I think we got weight.

Tim: .......................................... ?

Claire: .......................................... ?

Bob: Great idea. I'm really thirsty.

2nd Term 2nd Exam (3)

C) Match the sentences. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

You should call the police station

You should go to the hospital

You should go to the gym 

You should go to the shoes shop

You should go to the cafe

a  to buy a new pair of trainers.

b  if you want to keep fit.

c  if you witness a crime.

d  to speak face to face with your friends.

e  if you have a bad accident.

D) Match the questions with the answers. (6 x 2 = 12 pts)

c

e

b

a

d

a d

b

c

e

f
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (3)

1  Choose the incorrect one.

A) I'm really full, thanks. (Accepting)

B) What about going shopping? 
(Invitation)

C) I'm sorry but I can't. (Refusing)

D) That's a good idea. (Accepting)

 2 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2   
My mother feels 
ill. She has got 

a high fever.
............................ .

A) Congratulations

B) Get well soon

C) That's a good idea

D) I'm glad to hear that

3  My horoscope says 
that it will be a 

wonderful week for me 
because I will 

................................... . 

A) be busy

B) get bad news

C) fail my final exam

D) get good news

4  
My cousins and I 
usually go to the 

........... to see ancient 
tools, coins, weapons 

and clothes. 

A) library

B) newsagent's

C) zoo

D) museum

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (3)

5   A: You had a really nice birthday party. 

You had also a lot of ............................. . 

Which one do you like most? 

 B: CDs are my favourite.

A) decoration 

B) guests

C) presents 

D) candles

6   .................................... I will go out with 

you on Saturday. I want to get the best 

mark in the exam, so I will study. 

A) I don't think

B) I feel

C) I am OK

D) I am sure

7   A: ..........................................................?

 B: At 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

A) Will you be at home at 2 o'clock

B) What time will you be at home

C) When will you go to bed

D) Are you ready to go out

8  A: I should go to the ............................. 

and buy some sugar and milk to make 

a cake.

 B: OK. I am waiting for you, then.

A) city hall B)  pharmacy

C) bakery D) grocery

9   What shouldn't we do for our 

environment?

A) We shouldn't eat too much.

B) We shouldn't do sports.

C) We shouldn't waste water.

D) We shouldn't protect forests.

10  What should we do for our 

environment?

A) We should go everywhere by our own 
cars.

B) We should use energy-saving light 
bulbs.

C) We should destroy forests.

D) We should keep the environment dirty.



6 - 7
8 - 9 

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT

977th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 2-4-5-6-7-9-10-11-14

  2nd TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 4

B) Fill in the blanks with so or because. (5 x 3 = 15 pts)

1  I always turn the tap off when I am brushing my teeth,  ................................ I can save water.

2  People destroy forests, ................................  wildlife disappears.

3  Beaches are dirty ................................  people pollute lakes, rivers and oceans with garbage 

and oil.

4  People use pesticides on farms, ..................... fruits, grains, vegetables and water get polluted.

5  There  is a water shortage in Turkey ................................ we waste it.

A) Read the text and answer the questions. (5 x 5 = 25 pts)

Hi, I am Zeynep. I live in Malatya, Turkey. It is not a big town. There are a hospital, a 

shopping center and a bakery near my house. There are also some supermarkets, cinemas 

and an amusement park.

I am fond of my town. I like living here. For example, I always buy bread and bagels from the 

bakery before breakfast My mum and I love shopping especially at weekends, we go to the 

shopping mall and we buy different kinds of things such as clothes, accessories etc. My dad 

also goes to the shopping mall and looks for technological devices.

I think cafes and restaurants are also comfortable here. We can hang out with our friends 

and chit-chat there. 

1  What does she buy for breakfast?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What are the places around her house?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What do Zeynep and her mum do at the shopping mall? 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Does Zeynep like her town?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

5  Does she love the cafes in Malatya?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

so

because

because

so

so

She buys bread and bagels.

They are a hospital. a shopping center, a bakery, supermarkets, cinemas and an amusement 

park.

They buy different kinds of things such as clothes, accessories etc.

Yes, she likes her town.

Yes, she does.
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1  My mum always ...................................... (prepare) breakfast for us.

2  I always walk to school, but yesterday I  .................................................. (be) late so my dad 

................................ (drive) me to school.

3  Please be quiet! The baby ...................................... (sleep).

4  If students ...................................... (not / study) regularly, they fail the exams.

2nd Term 2nd Exam (4)

C) Complete the sentences below. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Match the pictures with the sentences. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  Recycling is important and necessary, so we must use recycling products.

2  We mustn't use pesticides on farms.

3  We must be careful about forest fires and take precautions.

4  Air pollution is very bad for environment, we mustn't pollute the air.

5  Global warming is increasing because of different reasons.

a b

d e

c

was

prepares

drove

is sleeping

don't study

d

e

b

c

a



997th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

2nd Term 2nd Exam (4)

 1 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1   
I need two notebooks, a 
pencil case and crayons. 

We should go to the 
.....................................

Let’s go.

A) stationery B)  library

C) post office D) chemist's

2  My dad and mum always ..................

to work. Our car was broken, so they 

.................. by bus yesterday.

A) drives / go B)  drive / went

C) drives / went D) drove / go

 

3   A: I never believe superstitions.

 B: Are you sure?.................................... .

A) You have a lot of blue beads in your 
house 

B) I think it is scientific

C) There is a black cat in front of the door

D) I don't think hanging a horseshoe 
brings good luck

4   To protect environment, we must ..........

................................................................ .

A) use pesticides

B) throw litter everywhere

C) walk for short distances

D) go to work by car

5   I try to use renewable energy because 

................................................................ . 

A) I am a bad person

B) I am not good at recycling

C) I always waste electricity

D) I am environmentally friendly

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (4)

6   Hi, Jane.

We are having a tea party at my house. 

Would you like to join us?

Date: 20th June

Time: 5 p.m.

 Where will the party be? 

A) At 5 p.m.

B) It is a tea party.

C) On 20th June.

D) At Jane's house.

7  We should ........................... from local 

farmers.

A) use pesticides

B) waste water

C) save nature

D) buy organic food

8  ................................ if there is a fire.

A) You should call the fire station

B) You should go to a tourism information 
office

C) You should go to the gym

D) You should go to a pet shop

9  

 Paris is in ................................. .

A) Italy B) Spain

C) France D) England

10  

 What does it mean?

A) You mustn't touch.

B) You mustn't enter.

C) You must stop.

D) You must turn left.



6 - 7
8 - 9 

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT

1017th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-4-5-6-7-9-11-12

1  ............................................................ the environment. 

2  ............................................................ public transportation.

3  ............................................................ the tap off while brushing your teeth.

4  ............................................................ pesticides on farms.

5  ............................................................ TV on when you don't watch it.

  2nd TERM - 2nd EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) Fill in the blanks with use, turn, don't use, protect and don't leave. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

B) Combine the sentences by using to. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  My sister eats healthy food. She keeps fit.

 ................................................................................................................................................

2  I went abroad. I learned English well.

 ................................................................................................................................................

3  We are going to Sweden this summer. We are visiting our aunt and cousins.

  ................................................................................................................................................

4  My dad and I went to the butcher's. We wanted to buy some meat.

 ................................................................................................................................................

5  I work all days and nights. I want to buy a new smartphone.

 ................................................................................................................................................

My sister eats healthy food to keep fit.

I went abroad to learn English well.

We are going to Sweden this summer to visit our aunt and cousins.

We went to the butcher's is to buy some meat.

I work all days and nights to buy a new smartphone.

Protect

Use

Turn

Don't use

Don't leave
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2nd Term 2nd Exam (5)

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................

C) Write ten sentences about what Sue did last weekend. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)

In the morning

• get up at 09:30

• have breakfast with her friends at a 

cafe at 10:30

In the afternoon
• go to the shopping center and watch a 

movie with her friends at 14:00	

In the evening

•  have dinner at 17:30

•  get back home at 21:00

•  do her homework and complete her 

project at 21:30

•  talk on the phone with her friends

• go to bed at 23:00

 Last weekend , Sue got up at half past nine  and had breakfast with her friends at a cafe at 

half past ten. She went to the shopping center and watched a movie with her friends at two p.m. 

After that, they had dinner at half past five and she got back home at nine o'clock.

 She did her homework and completed her project. She talked on the phone with her 

friends and went to bed at eleven o'clock.



1037th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1   A: Would you like another piece of 

pizza?

 B: .................................................. . I had 

two pieces and I don't want more.

A) Sure, thanks

B) I'd love to, please

C) Yes, please

D) No, thank you

2   A: Will I get married?

 B: ...................... . You will have a happy 

life with your husband.

A) I don't think so

B) Definitely

C) Maybe

D) I'm not sure

3   Derya went to the ....................... to buy 

Hande Yener's new CD. She has an 

impressive voice.

A) gym 

B) boutique

C) music store 

D) post office

4   A: .................. your mum at the party 

yesterday?

 B: No, she ............... . She went abroad 

last week and she ............... there now.

A) Was / wasn't / is

B) Was / weren't / is

C) Is / isn't / is

D) Were / weren't / isn't

5   Nature is important for us. I always try 

not to .................................................... .

A) damage environment 

B) keep it green

C) save natural resources

D) use renewable materials

6  

 I like ..................................... . They are 

really enjoyable.

A) art galleries 

B) coffee shops

C) amusement parks 

D) theatres

2nd Term 2nd Exam (5)

D) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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7  I. A .................... sells cookies and bread.

 II. A ...................... sells painkillers and 

medicine.

 III. A ...................... sells meat and meat 

products.

        I               II               III       

A) greengrocer librarian shop assistant

B) butcher baker grocer

C) waiter chemist teacher

D) baker pharmacist butcher

8  
........................ ?

Why not? 
Let’s go.

  

A) Do you recycle materials

B) How about going to the theatre

C) Do you like playing volleyball

D) Are you interested in team sports

9  .......................... are bad for our health, 

so we should use them carefully.

A) Pesticides

B) Rainforests

C) City halls

D) Fortune cookies

10  Tom: I ........................ Joe to the party 

tomorrow.

 John: Why? Is there any problem with 

him?

 Tom: I don't like him because he is a 

liar.

A) don't invite

B) didn't invite

C) will invite

D) won't invite

2nd Term 2nd Exam (5)



6 - 7
8 - 9 
10

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT / PLANETS

1057th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 7-9-10-11-12-13-16-17-18

  2nd TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 1

1  Ankara is ................................................................................................... (crowded) than Konya, but 

Konya is  .............................................................. (large) than Ankara.  

2  I have .............................................................. (little) money than you. 

3  What is  .............................................................. (close) planet to Earth in our solar system?

4  Who is  .............................................................. (rich) person in the world?

A) Match the words with their meanings. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

a  The path followed by a moon, planet or artificial satellite as it 

travels around another body in space 

b  Spacecraft

c  An object in an orbit

d  A piece of rock or metal that travels through space

e  The Sun and all the bodies that orbit around it, including the 

eight planets and their moons

 Satellite

 Space shuttle

 Orbit

 Solar system

 Meteor

B) Write the comparative or superlative form of the adjectives in brackets. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

more crowded

larger

less

the closest

the richest

c

b

a

e 

d 
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (1)

 ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

 ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

 ............................................................................................................

........................................................................................................

 ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

 ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

28
April
2010

30
November

1978

13
May
1983

16
October

1990

06
July
2006

C) Write the dates. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Put the pictures in an order according to their order in the text. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Last weekend, I hung out with my friend Anna. First, we went to the pharmacy to buy 

medicine. After that, we went to the shoe shop to buy a new pair of sandals for summer 

holiday. Then, we went to a cafe, we drank coffee and chatted. We had a tiring day, but 

we didn't want to go home. It was 7 p.m. and there was a horror movie on the cinema. 

We bought two tickets and watched it until 10 p.m. Finally, we came back home.

 .............................  .......................................................... .............................  .............................

The twenty-eighth of April, two thousand and ten.

The thirtieth of November, nineteen seventy-eight.

The thirteenth of May, nineteen eighty-three.

The sixteenth of October, nineteen ninety.

The sixth of July, two thousand and six.

2 4 1 3 5
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (1)

1   

AGE 18 16 21

WEIGHT 55 52 61

Tom Aslı Harry
   

Choose the incorrect one.

A) Harry is older than Tom and Aslı.

B) Aslı is the heaviest of all.

C) Tom is lighter than Harry.

D) Aslı is the youngest of them.

 2 - 9. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

2  Which one isn't a superstition?

A) Finding a four-leaf clover brings good 
luck.

B) Studying regularly makes you 
successful.

C) Breaking a mirror brings bad luck.

D) Opening an umbrella indoors brings 
bad luck.

3  

 I would rather study in a ......................... to 

be successful.

A) library  B)  city hall

C) fire station D) pet shop

4  Some vegetables and fruits ........................
you against some illnesses like cancer. 

A) reduce  B)  waste

C) avoid  D) protect

5  Mercury is ........................................... planet 

to the Sun in our solar system. 

A) the closest B)  closer

C) close   D) the closer

6  Susan: I am organizing a surprise 

anniversary party for my parents. 

Everything is OK, but I need ....................  
to drink.

 Tom: OK. Don't worry. I will go to the 

grocery and buy them. 

A) gifts  B)  invitation cards

C) beverages D) costumes

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (1)

7  
SUPERSTITIONS

• Breaking a mirror

• .........................................

• Walking under a ladder

• Finding a four-leaf clover

• Putting a horseshoe above the door

A) Using public transportation

B) Saving energy

C) Wrapping a present

D) Opening an umbrella indoors

8   

  There are a lot of factories in Kocaeli, 

so there is a lot of ................................. .

A) wild animals

B) earthquake

C) flood

D) air pollution

9   
Did you finish 
your project?

No, ..................... .
I am busy nowadays.

A) I didn't do it 

B) I will do it

C) I did it

D) I can't do it

10  Maggie: I usually go to work by my own 

car.

 Andy: I use a  separate bin for glass and 

paper.

 Brian: I don't turn off the lights when I 

don't need them.

 Phillip: I like taking long showers.

 Who is careful about protecting the 

environment?

A) Phillip  B)  Andy

C) Brian  D) Maggie



6 - 7
8 - 9 
10

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT / PLANETS

1097th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 2-4-5-6-7-9-10-12-14-15-16-17

  2nd TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 2

A) Answer the questions according to the table. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Names Age Weight Height

Pelin 12 40 1.50

Tolga 15 55 1.65

Melek 20 52 1.65

Ali 32 78 1.80

Yağız 26 88 1.81

1  Who is the youngest of all?

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  Is Tolga heavier than Ali?

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  Is Ali the oldest of them?

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  Who is taller than Ali?

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  Who is the shortest of them?

 .................................................................................................................................................

1  You look really tired. ...............................................................................................................?

2  Tomorrow is Jane's birthday. ..................................................................................................?

3  I am really bored at home. ......................................................................................................?

4  We are hungry and we have nothing to eat. ...........................................................................?

5  You have an exam tomorrow. .................................................................................................?

B) Ask questions using would like and the words in the box. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

have a rest  - study together - go for a walk -  eat out - buy a present

Pelin is the youngest of all.

No, he isn't heavier than Ali.

Yes, he is the oldest of them.

Yağız is taller than Ali.

Pelin is the shortest of them.

Would you like to have a rest

Would you like to buy a present

Would you like to go for a walk

Would you like to eat out

Would you like to study together
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (2)

C) Complete the sentences using Simple Past Tense or Simple Present Tense. 
 (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  I generally drink tea, but I ................................... Turkish coffee not to sleep last night.

2  My mum always ................................................ at home, but she didn't have breakfast 

yesterday morning because she was late for work.

3  My son often ........................................................, but he didn't play computer games 

yesterday. 

4  I usually do my homework, but I ................................................ it yesterday because I was ill.

5  We go on holiday every year, but we .................................................... last year because we 

didn't have enough money. 

D) Match the sentences (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

a  Don't play with them.

b  Don't use it too much.

c  Don't drink it. 

d  Don't smoke. 

e  Study regularly.

 You are a student.

 Smoking is dangerous.

 You use your mobile phone too much.

 Playing with matches is dangerous.

 Tea is too hot.

E) Circle the correct one. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1  You must / mustn't waste water.

2   If you want to protect / prevent environment, you should recycle bottles and plastic.

3   Air pollution / energy is a big problem especially in big cities.

4   It is important to use  pesticides / renewable meterials.

5   Global warming / Solar System has a lot of bad effects on people and environment.

drank

has breakfast

plays computer games

didn't do

didn't go

e

d

b

a 

c 
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (2)

1
 

CANCER

This won't be a good week for you. 

You will have health problems, but they 

aren't serious problems. In addition, you 

will meet somebody and start a new 

relationship.

 Choose the correct answer.
A) It will be a pleasant week.

B) You will be busy and tired this week.

C) A new relationship is waiting for you.

D) You will be lucky.

2  Assistant: How can I help you?

 Customer: I want to buy a packet of dog 

food for my puppy.

 Choose the correct answer.

 A)

C)

B)

D)

3  5 May, 1977

 Choose the correct answer.

A) The five of May, nineteen seventy-
seven.

B) The fifth May, ninety seventy-seven.

C) The fifth of May, nineteen seventy-
seven.

D) The fifteenth of May, nineteen seventy.

 4 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

4  A gorilla is ............................. than a  fox.

A) big  B)  bigger

C) the biggest D) biggest

5  Students ............................. obey the rules.

A) mustn't  B)  shouldn't 

C) can't  D) must

6  A: Tomorrow is David's 18th birthday.

 B: ...........................................................?

 A: Great idea.

A) How about giving a surprise party

B) What should we buy for him

C) How old is he

D) Are you going to the party 

F) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (2)

7  Nelly: My sister, Sue doesn't like soap 

operas.

 Tack: Why?

 Tim: ...................................................... .

A) Because she thinks they are interesting

B) Because she thinks they are amazing

C) Because she thinks they are 
entertaining

D) Because she thinks they are 
unbearable

8  

 A sea is ........................... than an ocean, 

a lake is ........................... of all. 

A) smaller / the smallest

B) bigger / the biggest

C) larger / the largest

D) taller / the tallest

9   

 In Turkey, football is ......................... 

sport. 

A) more popular

B) less popular

C) the most popular

D) most popular

10  

 We need more plants because they 

............................. . 

A) pollute the air

B) give off oxygen for us to live

C) damage forests

D) cause drought
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8 - 9 
10

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT / PLANETS

1137th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-2-3-5-7-8-10-12-17-18

  2nd TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 3

A) Match the sentences with the pictures. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

a  to give information about robbery.

b  to buy some fruits.

c  to buy some flowers.

d  to buy an elegant dress.

e  to park his car.

1  I went to the boutique 2  My father is in the car park 3  My mother went to the

2  I went to the florist's

POLİCE

3  I called the police station

B) Complete the sentences with let's, should and why don't. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

1   A: I am really exhausted.

 B: ...................................... you have a rest? 

2   A: What is the meaning of "excellent"?

 B: ...................................... look at the dictionary.

3  A: I am gaining a lot of weights on these days.

 B: You ...................................... do sports. 

4  A: Tomorrow is Lilly's birthday party.

 B: ...................................... have a surprise party.

5  A: I don't have enough money to buy a new car.

 B: You ...................................... save some money.

greengrocer's

d e

c a

b

Why don't 

should

Let's

should

Let's
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (3)

C) What time is it? (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

.................................................................................................................21:50
.................................................................................................................06:40
.................................................................................................................03:15
.................................................................................................................07:30
.................................................................................................................16:12

D) Look at the invitation card and answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  Who has got a party?

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  What is the event?

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  Where is the party?

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  What time is the party?

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  When is the party?

 .................................................................................................................................................

Please join us to celebrate Zeynep's 
5th birthday.

Date: 28th April
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Flower Cafe

It's ten to ten.

It's quarter past three.

It's twenty to seven.

It's half past seven.

It's twelve past four.

Zeynep has got a party.

It is a birthday party.

In Flower Cafe.

It's at 6 p.m.

It's on 28th April.
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (3)

 1 - 10. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1   A: ........................................................... ?

 B: Yes, just a small piece.

A) Do you need any apples

B) Would you like one more piece of 
cake 

C) Did you sleep well

D) Do you want any beverages

2   ........................... are unscientific beliefs. 

Only some people believe them. 

A) Superstitions B)  Horses 

C) Black cats D) Blue beads

3   

 We do sports to ................................. .

A) save money 

B) celebrate my birthday 

C) buy bread and bagels  

D) keep fit

4  Our solar system is made up of a star 

- the ............... - eight ............ , moons, 

a bunch of ............... , asteroids and 

space rocks. 

A) comets - planets - Sun

B) planets - Sun - comets

C) Sun - planets - comets

D) Sun - comets - planets 

5   Everybody in our family ....................

some chores, but yesterday nobody 

................................. his or her duties 

because all of us were tired.

A) has / did B)  have / didn't do

C) has / didn't do D) have / did

6   A: How many planets are there in our 

solar system?

 B: ............................................................ . 

A) Yes, there are eight planets 

B) No, I don't know

C) There are eight planets and a dwarf 
planet in our solar system 

D) There aren't any planets

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (3)

7    

 Mars is ................... Saturn because it is 

closer to the Sun.

A) colder than

B) bigger than

C) the hottest

D) hotter than

8   

 We should ................... our skin from 

the effects of the Sun.

A) protect  B)  recycle

C) waste  D) advise

9   
My grandma is a kind 
woman. She likes helping 
poor people  and giving 
presents to the children. She 
is really ....................... . 

A) outgoing B)  generous

C) selfish  D) attractive

10   

 We aren't careful about protecting 

the forests. ................... is a serious 

problem for our future. People are 

cutting down trees, but they don't plant 

any trees.

A) Using pesticides

B) Leaving taps running

C) Deforestation

D) Saving energy



6 - 7
8 - 9 
10

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT / PLANETS

1177th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 1-4-5-6-12-14-15-16-17-18

  2nd TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 4

A) Write suitable questions according to the answers. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  ...............................................................................................................................................................................? 
Rafting is the most popular sport in Antalya.

2  ...............................................................................................................................................................................? 
Kate is better than me at English.

3  ...............................................................................................................................................................................? 
The cheetah is the fastest animal.

4  ...............................................................................................................................................................................? 
Winter is the coldest season.

5  ...............................................................................................................................................................................? 
My little sister is the most clever person in our family.

B) Match the words with the pictures. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

................................ ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................

1 2

• comet  • space shuttle   • planet    • solar system • satellite

• pesticides    • rubbish    • reduce    • protect    • bad luck

C) Fill in the blanks with the suitable words in the box. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  Farmers mustn't use ............................................ on their farm because they are harmful.

2  Don't throw your  ............................................ on the streets.

3  Opening an umbrella indoors brings  ............................................ .
 
4  Healthy fruits ............................................. your body from illnesses.

5  Planting trees is important to ............................................ greenhouse gases.

4 53

What is the most popular sport in Antalya

Who is better than you at English

What is the fastest animal

What is the coldest season

Who is the most clever person in your family

planet satellite space shuttlecometsolar system

pesticides

rubbish

bad luck

protect

reduce
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (4)

1  Is Ezgi a university student?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Where is she now?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What will she do as a job in the future?

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why won't they get married?

 ........................................................................................................................................................................

D) Read the dialogue and answer the questions. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

Ezgi: I want to learn everything about my future. 

Fortune teller: First, you will graduate from the university next year, but you won't do your job. You 

will be an actress, not an accountant.

Ezgi: Wow! I am glad to hear that, what else? 

Fortune teller: You will meet a handsome boy. You will be happy with him but...

Ezgi: What?

Fortune teller: You won't get married to him because you will break up.

Ezgi: Oh my God. That can't be true.

Yes, she is a university student.

She is near a fortune teller.

She will be a actress.

Because they will break up.
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (4)

 1 - 7. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

1  A: .......................................................... . 

B: It isn't a good idea. He doesn't like 

listening to music.

A) Let's have a surprise party for Sally 

B) I think we need some party hats

C) I have no time to go out with you 

D) How about buying music CDs for Peter

2  

 Children had a great time in the ..........

...................... yesterday. They liked the 

bumper cars most. 

A) greengrocer's

B) bookstore

C) amusement park

D) cafe

3   Mercury is ........................ planet to the 

Sun.

A) close

B) closer than

C) closest

D) the closest

4   A: Who is ....................... in your family, 

your mother or your father?

 B: My father. My mother is .................... 

than my father.

A) father / smaller 

B) taller / older

C) older / younger 

D) faster / bigger 

5   

 In Britain and in Japan, ..................... 

brings good luck, but it brings bad luck 

in Turkey.

A) breaking a mirror

B) a blue bead

C) a black cat

D) a bald head

6   ........................ is the star of our solar 

system.

A) The Sun  

B) Earth

C) Mars

D) The Moon

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (4)

7   We must protect the rainforests 

because they are .................................. .

A) harmful for the environment 

B) causing problems for us

C) dangerous chemicals  

D) necessary for oxygen 

8   
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Şafak is turning 12.

Date: 1st September

Time: 16:00 p.m.

Place: White Cafe

 When is the party?

A) At 16:00 p.m.

B) He is twelve.

C) On 1st September

D) In White Cafe.

9   

 Choose the correct answer.

A) You should recycle bottles and paper.

B) You should save energy.

C) You should clean your house.

D) You should use public transportation.

10   "It is important to wear a helmet when you 

ride a motorbike."

 What does it mean?

A) You shouldn't wear your helmet when 
you ride a bike. 

B) You mustn't wear your helmet when 
you ride your motorbike.

C) It isn't necessary to wear a helmet 
when you ride a motorbike.  

D) You should wear your helmet when 

you ride your motorbike. 



6 - 7
8 - 9 
10

UNIT

Name / Surname: Class: Number:

PARTIES / SUPERSTITIONS / PUBLIC BUILDINGS / ENVIRONMENT / PLANETS

1217th GRADE UYGUN ENGLISH EXAM BOOK

Functions : 2-5-7-12-14-16-17-18

1  I must ................................ the room before the guests come.

2  Your ................................ is colorful and it is really nice.

3  These ................................ are really delicious. I think you should taste them.

4  Let's ................................ the presents.

5  These ................................ aren't enough. We need more.

  2nd TERM - 3rd EXAMS
EXAM 5

A) Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. (5 x 2 = 10 pts)

invitation card cookies candles wrap up decorate

B) Write questions according to the answers. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

1  ...............................................................................................................................................?

 I saw my best friend in the shoe shop yesterday.

2  ...............................................................................................................................................?

 Rachel went to the museum to look for information about her project.

3  ...............................................................................................................................................?

 Kate met her friends and chatted at a cafe at the weekend.

4  ...............................................................................................................................................?

 I cleaned my house last weekend.

5  ...............................................................................................................................................?

 My father drove to work yesterday.

decorate

invitation card

cookies

wrap up

candles

Who did you see in the shoe shop

Why did Rachel go to the museum

What did Kate do at the weekend

When did you clean your house

How did your father go to work
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (5)

1  Who is .................................... (intelligent) person in your classroom?

2  Is football ................................. (popular) than basketball in Turkey?

3  I want to buy the red car because it is ............................................. (cheap) than the blue one.

4  I have ......................................... (much) money than you, so I can lend you some.

5  Maths is my ............................... (bad) lesson, so I should study for it.

1  Watch less TV.

 .................................................................................................................................................

2  Don't tell it anyone because it is a secret.

 .................................................................................................................................................

3  You are in the hospital. Please be quiet.

 .................................................................................................................................................

4  Obey the rules in the traffic.

 .................................................................................................................................................

5  It is forbidden to wear casual clothes in the school.

 .................................................................................................................................................

C) Write sentences using must or mustn't. (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

D) Fill in the blanks with comparative or superlative form of the given adjectives.
 (5 x 4 = 20 pts)

the most intelligent

more popular

cheaper

more

worst

You must watch less TV.

You mustn't tell it anyone because it is a secret.

You are in the hospital. You must be quiet.

You must obey the rules in the traffic.

You mustn't wear casual clothes in the school.
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (5)

1  
It's quarter to ten.

 Choose the correct answer.

A) 09:45  B) 10:15
C) 10:00  D) 10:30

2  
March 28, 1978

 Choose the correct answer.

A) The twenty-eighth of March, nineteen 
seventy-eight

B) The twenty-fifth of March, ninety 
eighty-seven

C) The twenty-eight of March, one 
hundred eighty

D) The twenty of March, nineteen eighty-
seven

 3 - 8. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

3  

 Yuri Gagarin was the first ................. in 

space and he went there in 1961.

A) scientist  B) architect

C) mechanic D) astronaut

4  

 I think Italian food is .................. than 

German food.

A) the most delicious

B) more delicious

C) delicious

D) most delicious

5  

 A turtle is .................. than a rabbit.

A) faster

B) slower

C) more crowded

D) more interesting

E) Read the questions and circle the correct answer. (10 x 3 = 30 pts)
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2nd Term 3rd Exam (5)

6  Jason: ........................................... ?

 Aaron: I think it is Jupiter.

A) What is the hottest planet

B) What is the smallest planet

C) What is the largest planet

D) What is the coldest planet

7  Lisa: Do you know Pluto?

 Mary:Yes, I do. It's a .............................. .

A) moon

B) asteroid

C) space junk

D) dwarf planet

8  

 ........................ is famous for its rings.

A) Venus  B) Mercury

C) Neptune D) Saturn

9  Which one is true?

A) Pollution is not a big problem.

B) Computer games consume a lot of 
energy.

C) We must waste water.

D) We mustn't eat organic food.

10  

 What does it mean?

A) Don't make a fire.

B) Don't park here.

C) Don't cycle here.

D) Don't enter.
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1  Choose the incorrect matching.

old youngx

beautiful uglyx

big smallx

expensive richx

A)

B)

C)

D)

2  Which animal is a reptile?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 

3  Party Checklist

arrange music 4

prepare a guest list 4

prepare food and drinks 4

decorate the place ✗

 

Choose the incorrect answer.

A) They prepared a guest list.

B) They decorated the place.

C) They arranged the music.

D) They prepared food and drinks.

4  I. I moved to İstanbul when I was two 

years old.

 II. I attended Uludağ University.

 III. I was born in Bartın in 1988.

 IV. I graduated from Plevne High School.

 Put the sentences in the correct order.

A) III - I - IV - II

B) III - IV - II - I

C) I - II - III - IV

D) I - IV - II - III

5  Choose the wrong matching.

A) 

ice-skating

 B) 

windsurfing

C) 

baseball

 D) 

skiing

GENERAL REVISION
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 6 - 17. sorularda boş bırakılan yere hangi 

ifade gelmelidir?

6  Jessica is crazy about individual 

outdoor sports. Her favourite sport is 

....................... .

A) snowboarding B) rugby

C) basketball D) weightlifting

7  

 Tigers are ........................ and they have 

strong ......................... .

A) carnivores / wings

B) herbivores / scales

C) reptiles / tusks

D) carnivores / claws

8  Ted is a ....................... boy. He usually 

pours his tea or coffee. He breaks 

glasses at home. He should be more 

....................... .

A) funny / careless

B) talkative / responsible

C) rude / thoughtful

D) clumsy / careful

9  

 I love watching ......................... because 

they are ........................ .

A) documentaries / boring

B) quiz shows / enjoyable

C) talk shows / interesting

D) the news / nonsense

10  Görkem: Do you like football?

 Deniz: No, I don't.

 Görkem: What about volleyball? Do 

you enjoy playing volleyball?

 Deniz: No, I don't. ................................ .

A) I'm interested in indoor activities

B) I'm fond of playing it

C) I like keeping fit

D) I can't stand team sports
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11  Akın: What are the good sides of TV?

 Oya: ................................................ .

A) It's a good entertainer for families

B) There are some nonsense programmes

C) Violent acts can cause aggressive 
behaviors

D) It is a waste of time

12  Tom: Would you like to go to the cinema 

tonight? There is a good film on at the 

cinema.

 Lily: Hmm. ................................... . I'm 

really tired.

A) Great idea

B) Why not

C) That's not a good idea

D) I agree with you

13  Pablo Picasso .................... born on 

October 15, 1881 and he ......................... 

in Spain. 

A) was / drew

B) were / grow up

C) were / painted

D) was / grew up

14  

 

Fortune teller: Let me look at my crystal 

ball. You will be really happy. .................

.................. .

A) You won't be successful at work

B) You will have an accident

C) You will find true love

D) You won't gain enough money

15  Tracy: I'm looking for a dress for my 

sister. Is there a .................... near here?

 Abby: Yes, there is. It's behind the 

pharmacy.

A) post office 

B) chemist's

C) bakery 

D) boutique
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16  

 Students ........................................ obey 

the classroom rules, they ..................... 

listen to the teacher carefully.

A) must / must

B) must / mustn't

C) mustn't / must

D) mustn't / mustn't

17  

 We must take shorter showers to 

........................... .

A) reduce air pollution

B) save water

C) protect rainforests

D) pollute rivers

 18 ve 19. soruları tabloya göre yanıtlayın.

Semra's Daily Routine

15:00 come back from school

16:00 do homework

17:00 watch TV

18:00 have dinner

19:30 read a book

22:00 go to bed

18  What does Semra do at 6 p.m.?

A) She goes to bed.

B) She reads a book.

C) She has dinner.

D) She does her homework.

19  Which one is true?

A) Semra comes back home from school 
at half past three.

B) Semra does homework after she 
watches TV.

C) Semra goes to bed at midnight.

D) Semra reads a book before she goes 
to bed.

20  Tina Aaron Sue

Age 13 14 12

Height 152 cm 156 cm 150 cm

Weight 50 kg 55 kg 53 kg 

Which one is not true?

A) Aaron is older than Sue.

B) Sue is shorter than Tina.

C) Tina is taller than Aaron.

D) Sue is the youngest of all.
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